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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a data processing method, a data processing apparatus, a mask generating
method, and a mask pattern, and more specifically, to mask processing or a mask pattern for generating dot print data
for dividedly forming ink dots constituting a print image by means of plural scans of a print head.

Background Art

[0002] Ink jet printers widely employ what is called a multi-path printing system. The multi-path printing system is a
system that dividedly forms ink dots constituting an arbitrary area in an image by means of plural scans of a print head.
This system can distribute an uneven density, which results from a variation in ejecting performance such as the direction
in which ink is ejected from each nozzle (or ejection opening) or an error in conveyance of a print sheet, into plural scans.
This enables high grade images with unnoticeable density unevenness to be printed.
[0003] A mask process using a mask pattern (al so simply referred to as a "mask") is generally executed for generating
dot print data required to dividedly form plural ink dots constituting a print image by means of plural scans. The mask
pattern is what arranges pixels that permit printing (hereinafter also referred to as "print permitting pixel") and pixels that
do not permit printing (hereinafter also referred to as "print non-permitting pixel") as described below in Fig. 5. The print
permitting pixels correspond to black parts in Fig. 5, whereas the print non-permitting pixels correspond to white parts
in Fig. 5. The mask patterns may have forms according to various purposes such as adjusting the number of print dots
for each of the plural scans and reducing the density unevenness, by creating the arrangement of the print permitting
pixels in the mask pattern; .
[0004] For example, the two types of mask patterns described below are effective on an image quality.
[0005] A typical mask pattern is known as a mask pattern based on a Beyer type pattern. However, such mask pattern
has regular arrangement of the print permitting pixel and is likely to cause interference with image data. This may
disadvantageously degrade image quality.
[0006] Thus, Patent Document 2 discloses using the mask pattern in which the print permitting pixels are randomly
arranged (hereinafter referred to as a random mask) to prevent interference of the mask with image data from occurring.
This serves to solve the above problem.
[0007] On the other hand, Patent Document 1 describes that a mask pattern is generated so that arrangement of the
print permitting pixels has high dispersiveness and such a highly dispersive mask pattern is used to suppress degradation
of images resulting from the deviation of dot formation positions during bidirectional printing. More specifically, the
arrangement of the print permitting pixels in the mask described in Patent Document 1 is appropriately dispersed using
the concept of a repulsive potential. In other words, this mask pattern is generated so as to avoid arranging dots formed
by using this mask pattern close to one another, as mush as possible. Thus, in terms of frequency components, the
arrangement of the print permitting pixels has few low-frequency components. With this mask, even if positions of dots
formed by bidirectional printing deviate from each other and thereby textures of the mask pattern itself appear significantly
in the print image, the textures are difficult to be visible because of their appropriate dispersion.
[0008] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2002-144552
Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 7-052390
Patent Document 3: Japanese Patent Laid-Open Application No. 2002-96455

Disclosure of the Invention

[0009] With their increased operating speeds, increased printing densities, and the increased number of ink types
available, recent ink jet printing systems tend to increase the amount of ink applied per unit time or per unit area of a
print medium. Thus, a more than ever important problem is beading, in which extra inks that cannot be absorbed by a
print medium contact and connect to each other on the medium to cause uneven density in a print image.
[0010] To reduce beading, it is important to arrange applied inks at different positions within a short time, as much as
possible. To achieve this, it is effective to use different mask patterns for the respective color inks, as much as possible.
This makes it possible to reduce the probability of landing of different color inks on the same place.
[0011] However, beading cannot be sufficiently reduced simply by using different mask patterns for the respective
colors.
[0012] Figs. 86(a) to 86(c) illustrate this problem. These figures show that in a certain scan in multi-path printing, inks
land on a print medium in order of cyan, magenta, and yellow. As shown in Fig. 86(a), a cyan ink is ejected first to the
print medium in which no ink has landed. At this time, the positions where the cyan inks landed of course are consistent
with the arrangement of print permitting pixels of a mask used. Thus before the ink has been completely absorbed by
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the print medium, cyan ink droplets 10C are present on the print medium in an arrangement consistent with the mask.
Then, as shown in Fig. 86(b), a magenta ink is similarly ejected to the print medium at positions consistent with a
corresponding mask. Ink droplets 10M are similarly formed before absorption. Here, depending on the relationship
between the arrangements of the print permitting pixels in the masks for the cyan and magenta inks, the cyan ink droplets
10C and magenta ink droplets 10M may contact and connect to one another to form ink droplets 10B (shown by x in the
figure). Moreover, as shown in Fig. 86(c), a yellow ink is similarly ejected to the print medium at positions consistent
with the corresponding mask. Ink droplets 10Y are similarly formed before absorption. Also in this case, depending on
the relationship between the arrangements of the print permitting pixels in the masks for the respective inks, connected
ink droplets 10B (shown by x in the figure) are formed. As further scans are executed to increase the ratio of ink droplets
to pixels, ink droplets may overlap the same pixel to form similar connected ink droplets.
[0013] Thus, if sequentially ejected ink droplets are applied to pixels adjacent or close to each other, or to the same
pixel, they contact and draw one another by their surface tensions, and then two or three (or more) ink droplets join
together to form a large droplet 10B (also referred as grain). Once such a grain is formed, the next ink droplet applied
to an adjacent or close position is likely to be drawn to that grain. That is, the first grain grows gradually as a core to
become larger. In a particularly uniform image area, such grains are fixed to and spread on the print medium at random
positions, and are visible as the beading.
[0014] Further, the mask pattern is used to be repeated in two-dimensional directions. The distribution of the grains
is thus likely to be perceived by human eyes as textures with a repetitive period of the mask pattern.
[0015] These problems cannot be solved by the mask patterns described in Patent Documents 1 and 2. This is because
Patent Documents 1 and 2 do not design mask patterns for different colors taking the dispersion among the mask patterns
into account.
[0016] With masks according to Patent Documents 1 and 2, which do not design masks so that masks for different
colors are associated with each other as described above, when the masks for different colors are superposed on each
other, the print permitting pixels are not appropriately dispersed, and thus dots are unavoidably located adjacent to each
other or overlap each other in images during divided printing (intermediate images).
[0017] The present invention is made to solve the above problems. An object of the present invention is to provide a
data processing apparatus which enables the reduction of image quality degradation resulting from beading caused by
grains that may be formed during divided printing.
[0018] The grain is not generated simply by the surface tensions of inks. For example, if liquids that react to each
other, for example, ink and a process liquid that coagulates or insolubilizes the ink, are applied during the same scan,
contacting droplets are bonded together by a stronger chemical reaction to form grains. Further, if inks of the same color
are applied during the same scan, they may be formed into grains. Accordingly, another object of the present invention
is to solve problems caused by such grains.
[0019] To achieve this object, the present invention provides the data processing apparatus according to claim 1 and
the data processing method according to claim 15. The other claims relate to further developments.
[0020] The present invention can reduce image degradation resulting from beading caused by grains that may be
formed during divided printing.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram mainly showing hardware and software in a PC serving as an image processing apparatus
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the flow of an image data converting process in an ink jet printing system
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing an ink jet printing apparatus that is applicable to the embodiments of the present
invention;
Fig. 4 is a diagram schematically showing a print head, a mask pattern, and a print medium to describe two-pass
printing;
Fig. 5 is a diagram schematically showing the print head, mask pattern, and print medium to describe two-pass
printing;
Fig. 6A is a diagram schematically showing binary data on six planes for two-divided printing of each of C, M, and Y;
Fig. 6B is a diagram schematically showing binary data on six planes for two-divided printing of each of C, M, and Y;
Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating a mask generating method according to a first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing the procedure of the mask generating method according to the first embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 9 is a diagram schematically showing a function for basic repulsive potential E (r) according to the embodiment
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of the present invention;
Fig. 10A is a diagram schematically showing a process of applying a repulsive potential and attenuating total energy
according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 10B is a diagram schematically showing the process of applying a repulsive potential and attenuating total
energy according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 10C is a diagram schematically showing the process of applying a repulsive potential and attenuating total
energy according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 10D is a diagram schematically showing the process of applying a repulsive potential and attenuating total
energy according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 11 is a flowchart showing the procedure of another mask generating method according to the first embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating the logical product of mask patterns;
Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating the logical sum of the mask patterns;
Fig. 14 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the first
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 15 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the first
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 16 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the first
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 17 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to a comparative
example;
Fig. 18 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to a comparative
example;
Fig. 19 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical sum of two mask patterns
according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 20 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical product of two mask patterns
according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 21 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical sum of three mask patterns
according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 22 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical product of three mask patterns
according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 23 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical sum of two mask patterns
according to a comparative example;
Fig. 24 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical product of the two mask patterns
according to the comparative example;
Fig. 25 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical sum of two mask patterns
according to another comparative example;
Fig. 26 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical product of the two mask patterns
according to the comparative example in Fig. 25;
Fig. 27 is a diagram illustrating a "superposing" pattern of mask patterns;
Fig. 28 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of two mask patterns
according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 29 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of three mask patterns
according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 30 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of two mask patterns
according to a comparative example;
Fig. 31 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of two mask patterns
according to another comparative example;
Fig. 32 is a diagram illustrating the frequency characteristics of a mask according to the first embodiment of the
present invention and a mask according to a conventional example;
Fig. 33 is a diagram illustrating the frequency characteristics of the logical sum of two masks according to the first
embodiment of the present invention and the frequency characteristics of the logical sum of two masks according
to the conventional example;
Fig. 34 is a diagram illustrating the frequency characteristics of logical product of two masks according to the first
embodiment of the present invention and the frequency characteristics of logical product of two masks according
to the conventional example;
Fig. 35 is a diagram illustrating the frequency characteristics of "superposing" of two masks according to the first
embodiment of the present invention and the frequency characteristics of two "superposing" masks according to
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the conventional example;
Fig. 36 is a diagram illustrating the frequency characteristics of "superposing" of three masks according to the first
embodiment of the present invention and the frequency characteristics of "superposing" of three masks according
to the conventional example;
Fig. 37 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical sum of two mask patterns on
masks according to the first embodiment of the present invention which are displaced with respect to each other;
Fig. 38 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical product of two mask patterns
on masks according to the first embodiment of the present invention which are displaced with respect to each other;
Fig. 39 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of two mask patterns on
masks according to the first embodiment of the present invention which are displaced with respect to each other;
Fig. 40 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical sum of a mask according to the first embodiment of the
present invention and this mask displaced;
Fig. 41 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical sum of a mask according to a comparative example and
this mask displaced;
Fig. 42 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical sum of a mask according to another comparative example
and this mask displaced;
Fig. 43 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical product of a mask according to the first embodiment of
the present invention and this mask displaced;
Fig. 44 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical product of a mask according to a comparative example
and this mask displaced;
Fig. 45 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical product of a mask according to another comparative
example and this mask displaced;
Fig. 46 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of "superposing" of two mask patterns on a mask according to
the first embodiment of the present invention and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 47 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of "superposing" of two mask patterns on a mask according to a
comparative example and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 48 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of "superposing" of two mask patterns on a mask according to
another comparative example and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 49 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of "superposing" of three mask patterns on a mask according to
the first embodiment of the present invention and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 50 is a diagram showing the difference in low frequency components between the logical sum and logical
product and "superposing" of masks according to the first embodiment of the present invention and this mask
displaced;
Fig. 50 is a diagram showing the difference in low frequency components between the logical sum and logical
product and "superposing" of masks according to the first embodiment of the present invention and this mask
displaced;
Fig. 51 is a diagram showing the difference in low frequency components between the logical sum and logical
product and "superposing" of masks according to a comparative example and this mask displaced;
Fig. 52 is a diagram showing the difference in low frequency components between the logical sum and logical
product and "superposing" of masks according to another comparative example and this mask displaced;
Fig. 53 is a diagram illustrating a mask generating method according to a second embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 54 is a diagram illustrating a mask generating method according to the second embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 55 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the second
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 56 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the second
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 57 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the second
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 58 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of three mask patterns
according to the second embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 59 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of six mask patterns according
to the second embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 60 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of nine mask patterns
according to the second embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 61 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of three mask patterns on
masks according to the second embodiment of the present invention which are displaced with respect to one another;
Fig. 62 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of six mask patterns on
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masks according to the second embodiment of the present invention which are displaced with respect to one another;
Fig. 63 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of nine mask patterns on
masks according to the second embodiment of the present invention which are displaced with respect to one another;
Fig. 64 is a diagram showing the difference in low frequency components between "superposing" masks according
to the second embodiment of the present invention and these masks displaced with respect to one another; Fig.
65A is a diagram illustrating a mask according to a third embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 65B is a diagram illustrating a mask according to a third embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 66 is a flowchart showing the procedure of a mask generating method according to the third embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 67 is a flowchart showing the procedure of another mask generating method according to the third embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 68 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the third
embodiment;
Fig. 69 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the third
embodiment;
Fig. 70 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in a mask pattern according to the third
embodiment;
Fig. 71 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical sum of two mask patterns
according to the third embodiment;
Fig. 72 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical product of two mask patterns
according to the third embodiment;
Fig. 73 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of two mask patterns
according to the third embodiment;
Fig. 74 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of three mask patterns
according to the third embodiment;
Fig. 75 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical sum of two mask patterns on
masks according to the third embodiment which are displaced with respect to each other;
Fig. 76 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in the logical product of two mask patterns
on masks according to the third embodiment which are displaced with respect to each other;
Fig. 77 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of two mask patterns on
masks according to the third embodiment which are displaced with respect to each other;
Fig. 78 is a diagram showing an arrangement of print permitting pixels in "superposing" of three mask patterns on
masks according to the third embodiment which are displaced with respect to each other;
Fig. 79 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical sum of two mask patterns on a mask according to the
third embodiment of the present invention and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 79 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical sum of two mask patterns on a mask according to the
third embodiment of the present invention and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 80 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of logical product of two mask patterns on a mask according to
the third embodiment of the present invention and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 81 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of "superposing" of two mask patterns on a mask according to
the third embodiment of the present invention and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 82 is a diagram showing the power spectrum of "superposing" of three mask patterns on a mask according to
the third embodiment of the present invention and on this mask displaced;
Fig. 83 is a diagram showing differences in low frequency components between the logical sum and logical product
and "superposing" of masks according to the third embodiment of the present invention and this mask displaced;
Fig. 84 is a diagram illustrating a mask used for multi-pass printing for two passes according to a fourth embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 85 is a diagram illustrating a mask used for multi-pass printing for two passes according to a fifth embodiment
of the present invention; and
Fig. 86 is a diagram illustrating problems of the prior art.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0022] Embodiments of the present invention will be described below in detail with reference to the drawings.
[0023] The embodiments of the present invention relate to the generation of a mask that is used to generate binary
dot print data for each scan in multi-pass printing as well as a relevant mask pattern. Before describing several specific
embodiments of the present invention, description will be given of a configuration for generating a mask pattern or using
a mask pattern to generate dot print data. The term "dot print data", as used in the present specification, means data
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indicating dot printing.
[0024] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration of hardware and software in a personal computer (hereinafter
also simply referred to as a PC) that functions as a host apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention.
The host apparatus generates image data that is printed by a printer 104.
[0025] In Fig. 1, the PC 100, which serves as a host computer, operates software including application software 101,
a printer driver 103, and a monitor driver 105 under the control of an operating system (OS) 102. The application software
101 executes processes related to word processing, table calculation, and an Internet browser. The monitor driver 105
executes processes such as generation of image data that is displayed on a monitor 106.
[0026] The printer driver 103 processes a group of various drawing instructions (image drawing instruction, text drawing
instruction, graphics drawing instruction, and the like) that are issued to the OS 102 by the application software 101.
The printer driver 103 thus generates binary image data that is finally used by the printer 104. Specifically, the printer
driver 103 executes image processing described later with reference to Fig. 2 to generate binary image data on plural
ink colors for use in the printer 104.
[0027] The host computer 100 comprises a CPU 108, a hard disk (HD) 107, a RAM 109, and a ROM 110 as hardware
for operating the above software. More specifically, the CPU 108 executes processing in accordance with the above
software programs stored in the hard disk 107 and ROM 110. The RAM 119 is used as a work area for the processing.
[0028] The printer 104 according to the present embodiment is of what is called a serial type which scans pint heads
that eject ink over a print medium and ejects inks from the print heads while the scanning with the print head to perform
printing. The print heads are provided for respective inks C, M, Y, and K and installed on a carriage so as to be scanned
over the print media such as print sheets. Each of the print heads has an ejection opening arrangement density of 1,200
dpi and ejects 3.0 pico-liters of ink droplets through each of the ejection openings. Each print head has 512 ejection
openings.
[0029] The printer 104 is a printing apparatus that can execute multi-pass printing. Thus, masks described later for
the embodiments are stored in a predetermined memory so that for printing, a specified mask is used for each scan and
for each ink color to generate binary divided image data.
[0030] Further, if no mask patterns are stored in a predetermined memory and the PC 100 functions as a data processing
apparatus for generating masks, the PC 100 executes mask generating processes described in the embodiments de-
scribed below. Mask data generated is stored in a predetermined memory of the printer 104.
[0031] Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating main data processing that is executed in the PC 100 and printer 104 when
the printer 104 executes printing in the configuration shown in Fig. 1. The ink jet printer 104 according to the present
embodiment executes printing using four ink colors, cyan, magenta, yellow, and black as described above. To achieve
this, the ink jet printer 104 comprises a print head J0010 that ejects these four inks.
[0032] The user can create image data to be printed by the printer 104, via the application 101. Then, for printing, the
image data created through the application 101 is delivered to the printer driver 103.
[0033] The printer driver 103 executes its processing including a pre-process J0002, a post-process J003, a γ correction
J0004, a binarizing process J0005, and a print data creation J0006. The pre-process J0002 executes a gamut conversion
that converts the gamut of a display device that displays a screen provided by an application into the gamut of the printer
104. Specifically, image data R, G, and B in which R, G, and B are each expressed by 8 bits is converted into 8-bit data
R, G, and B within the gamut of the printer via a three-dimensional LUT. The post-process J0003 then separates colors
reproducing the converted gamut into ink colors. Specifically, the post-process J0003 involves determining 8-bit data
C, M, Y, and K corresponding to a combination of inks that are used to reproduce colors expressed by the 8-bit data
obtained by the pre-process J0002. The γ correction J0004 is executed for each of the data C, M, Y, and K obtained via
the color separation. Specifically, the γ correction executes a conversion such that the 8-bit data C, M, Y, and K obtained
by color separation are linearly associated with graduation sequence characteristics of the printer. Next, the binarizing
process J0005 executes a quantizing process of converting the γ corrected 8-bit data C, M, Y, and K into 1-bit data of
C, M, Y, and K. Finally, the print data creating process J0006 adds print control data or the like to binary image data
containing the binarized 1-bit data C, M, Y, and K to create print data. Here, the binary image data contains dot print
data indicating printing of dots and dot non-printing data indicating non-printing of dots. The print control data is composed
of "print medium information", "print grade information", and "other control information" on a sheet feeding method and
the like. Print data thus generated is supplied to the printer 104.
[0034] On the other hand, the printer 104 executes a mask data converting process J0008 on the binary image data
contained in the input print data. The mask data converting process J0008 uses a mask pattern stored in the predetermined
memory of the printer and described later for the embodiments to execute an AND process on input binary image data.
This generates binary divided image data for each scan in multi-pass printing and determines timings for actual ink
ejections. The binary divided image data includes dot printing data and dot non-printing data.
[0035] Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the ink jet printer 104. A carriage M4000 moves in an X direction (main
scanning direction) in the figure with mounting the print heads and ink tanks H1900, which supply a cyan (C), magenta
(M), yellow, and black (K) inks to the print heads. While the moving of the carriage, the ink is ejected through each of
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the nozzles in the print heads at predetermined timings, based on the binary divided image data. When one main scanning
with the print heads is finished, the print media is conveyed by a predetermined amount in a Y direction (sub-scanning
direction) in the figure. The above printing main scan and sub-scan operations are alternately repeated to sequentially
form images on the basis of multi-pass printing.
[0036] Description will be given below of embodiments for a method for generating mask patterns which are used in
or generated by the above printing system and which are distinguished from one another on the basis of the number of
scans (hereinafter referred to as passes) required to complete a multi-pass printing image and the rate of print permitting
pixels. The mask pattern generated by this method will also be described below.

[Embodiment 1: 100% even mask for two pass printing]

(1) Summary of the Embodiment

[0037] The present embodiment relates to two pass multi-pass printing in which an image is completed by two times
of scanning operations of the print heads for each of the cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), and black (K) ink. For each
of the ink colors used for the two pass printing, not only a mask (hereinafter referred to a "1 plane" mask) for each of
plural scans (in the present embodiment, two scans) but also an arbitrary combination of plural planes of these masks
is appropriately dispersed.
[0038] Fig. 4 is a diagram schematically showing print heads, mask patterns, and a print medium to describe the two
pass printing. In the description of the figure, for simplification of illustration and description, the two pass printing is
executed using three colors, cyan, magenta, and yellow. This also applies to the masks described below.
[0039] Each group of color nozzles for cyan, magenta, and yellow is divided into two groups of first and second groups,
each of which includes 256 nozzles. These groups are made correspond to respective mask patterns (C1, C2, M1, M2,
Y1, and Y2) according to the present embodiment. Each mask pattern has a size equal to 256 pixels in a sub-scanning
direction (conveying direction); the number of pixels in each mask pattern is the same as that of nozzles in each group.
Further, each mask pattern also has a size equal to 256 pixels in a scanning direction. Two mask patterns (C1 and C2,
M1 and M2, and Y1 and Y2) corresponding to nozzle groups for the same color ink are complementary to each other.
Superposing these mask patterns on top of each other allows printing of an area corresponding to 256 x 256 pixels to
be completed.
[0040] Each color nozzle group ejects ink to a print medium while executing scanning with the nozzle groups in a
direction ("head scanning direction" show by an arrow in the figure) that is substantially orthogonal to the nozzle ar-
rangement direction. In this example, the C, M, and Y inks are ejected to each area. Further, every time the scan is
finished, the print medium is conveyed by an amount equal to the width corresponding to one group (in this case, equal
to 256 pixels) in a direction ("print medium conveying direction" shown by an arrow in the figure) that is orthogonal to
the scanning direction. This makes it possible to complete, by two scans, an image in an area of the print medium which
has a size corresponding to the width of each group.
[0041] More specifically, during the first scan, an area A on the print medium is printed using the first group of the C
nozzle group, the first group of the M nozzle group, and the first group of the Y nozzle group, in order of C, M, and Y.
Further, during the first scan, the mask patterns C1, M1, and Y1 are used for the area A.
[0042] Next, during the second scan, the area A, on which printing by the first scan has been completed, is subjected
to the remaining printing using the second group of the C nozzle group, the second group of the M nozzle group, and
the second group of the Y nozzle group, in order of Y, M, and C. Further, an unprinted area B is also printed using the
first group of the C nozzle group, the first group of the M nozzle group, and the first group of the Y nozzle group, in order
of Y, M, and C. Accordingly, during the second scan, the mask patterns C2, M2, and Y2 are used for the area A, and
the mask patterns C1, M1, and Y1 are used for the area B. This operation is further continued to print each area in order
of the mask patterns C1, M1, Y1, Y2, M2, and C2 or the mask patterns Y1, M1, C1, C2, M2, and Y2.
[0043] Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram conceptually illustrating masks for used in the two pass printing, described with
reference to Fig. 4, as well as their complementary relationship. In Fig. 5, P0001 denotes a print head for one of the
colors C, M, and Y, shown in Fig. 4. Here, the print head is shown to have eight nozzles for simplification of illustration.
The nozzles are divided into the first and second groups as described above. Each nozzle group has four nozzles.
P0002A and P0002B denote mask patterns correspond to the nozzle arrays of the first and second groups, respectively.
That is, the mask pattern P0002A (lower pattern in the figure) which is used for a first scan for an area and the mask
pattern P0002B (upper pattern in the figure) which is used for a second scan for that area are shown. Each of these
masks constitutes a mask of one plane. In each mask pattern, print permitting pixels are shown in black, whereas print
non-permitting pixels are shown in white. The first scan mask pattern P0002A is complementary to the second scan
mask pattern P0002B. accordingly, laying these mask patterns on top of each other results in a pattern in which all of
the 4 x 4 area is filled with print permitting pixels. It is noted that for easy description, the illustrated patterns are different
from those described below in the present embodiment. In addition, in the figure, the arrangement of the print permitting
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pixels has a checker pattern and a reverse checker pattern. However, the mask patterns in these arrangements are not
included in the scope of the present invention.
[0044] Now, the "print permitting pixel" and "print non-permitting pixel" are defined. The "print permitting pixel" permits
dot printing (ink ejection) as described above. If binary image data corresponding to the print permitting pixel indicates
"ejection", dot printing is executed. If the binary image data corresponding to the print permitting pixel indicates "non-
ejection", dot printing is not executed. On the other hand, the "print non-permitting pixel" does not permit printing regardless
of the binary image data. Accordingly, even if the binary image data corresponding to the print non-permitting pixel
indicates "ejection", printing is not executed.
[0045] P0003 and P0004 denote images completed by the two pass printing and shown as arrangements of dots
constituting the images. For simplification of description, these images are what is called solid images in which dots are
formed on all the pixels. Accordingly, the dot arrangements directly reflect the print permitting pixels of the mask P0002
that is used to generate dot print data. During the first scan, dot print data on the first group is generated using the mask
pattern P0002A. Then the print medium is conveyed by an amount corresponding to the width of the nozzle group in
the direction of an arrow in the figure. During the subsequent second scan, the dot print data of the first group for the
area offset by the conveying amount is also generated using the mask pattern P2000A. Dot print data on the second
group for the area printed using the first group is generated using the mask pattern P2000B. These two printing scans
complete an image.
[0046] Figs. 6A and 6B are diagrams illustrating the two pass printing described with reference to Figs. 4 and 5 and
executed using the C, M, and Y inks (as described above, the black K ink is omitted for simplification). As shown in Figs.
6A and 6B, the masks C1, M1, Y1, C2, M2, and Y2 are used to eject the C, M, and Y inks during two scans (in the
example shown in Figs. 6A and 6B, a forward scan and a backward scan) to print a color image.
[0047] Fig. 6A shows how an image is completed in an area on which printing is executed in order of a forward scan
(rightward scan in Fig. 4) and a backward scan (leftward scan in Fig. 4). During the forward scan of the first scan, a cyan
image is first printed based on dot print data of cyan divided data generated using the cyan mask (mask C1) for the first
pass. During the same scan, on the basis of respective dot print data of divided image data generated using the magenta
and yellow masks (masks M1 and Y1), a magenta image is printed on the already printed cyan image, and a yellow
image is further printed on the already printed cyan and magenta images. During the backward scan of the second scan
after the conveyance of the print medium by the predetermined amount, images are similarly sequentially printed on
already printed images on the basis of yellow, magenta, and cyan dot print data generated using the masks Y2, M2, and C2.
[0048] On the other hand, Fig. 6B shows how an image is completed in an area on which printing is executed in order
of the backward scan (leftward scan in Fig. 4) and the forward scan (rightward scan in Fig. 4). During the backward scan
of the first scan, a yellow image is first printed on the basis of dot print data of yellow divided data generated using the
yellow mask (mask Y1) for the first pass. During the same scan, on the basis of respective dot print data of divided image
data generated using the magenta and cyan masks (masks M1 and C1), a magenta image is printed on the already
printed yellow image, and a cyan image is further printed on the already printed yellow and magenta images. During the
forward scan of the second scan, after the conveyance of the print medium by the predetermined amount, images are
similarly sequentially printed on already printed images on the basis of cyan, magenta, and yellow dot print data generated
using the masks C2, M2, and Y2.
[0049] When the three colors C, M, and Y are used to execute the two pass printing in which an image is completed
by two scans, intermediate images are present in which images for each plane of the mask are laid on top of one another,
for example, an intermediate image in which the cyan image for the first pass is laid on top of the magenta image for
the first pass, an intermediate image in which the yellow image for the first pass is laid on top of the above image, and
an intermediate image in which the yellow image for the second pass is laid on top of the above images for the first pass.
In these intermediate images, grains, described with reference to Figs. 86(a) to 86(c) may occur. In particular, more
grains occur in the intermediate images if the amount of ink applied per unit time or per unit area of the print medium
increases as a result of an increase in a printing speed, a print density and in the number of ink types for use. Grains
having occurred in the intermediate image are fixed as they are and viewed as beading such as an irregular mottled
pattern in a completed image.
[0050] To avoid the occurrence of grains in the intermediate image, the present embodiment is characterized in that
an arrangement of print permitting pixels obtained by superposed planes of masks on top of one another has a property
of few low-frequency components. The small amount of low frequency components makes it possible to reduce an ink
dot arrangement bias in the intermediate image at each stage. Also, an important characteristic is that the superposed
masks has a property of aperiodic arrangement of print permitting pixels in order to prevent the interference of the mask
with image data or noise. That is, the arrangement of print permitting pixels obtained by superposing planes of masks
on top of one another has properties of an aperiodic and few low-frequency components, so that the arrangement is
highly dispersive. The present embodiment thus prevents dots from being arranged close or adjacent to one another or
overlapping one another, as much as possible, in intermediate images at the corresponding stages leading to the
completion of an image. Even if overlapping or adjacent dots cannot be eliminated, the present embodiment makes
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such overlapping dots or the like highly dispersive.
[0051] The term "low frequency components" refers to components present in a lower frequency side of a half point
of a space frequency region in which frequency components (power spectrum) are present.

(2) Mask Generating Method

[0052] A method for generating a mask according an embodiment of the present invention is roughly classified into
two types: a method of simultaneously generating masks for plural passes (simultaneous generation) and a method of
sequentially generating a mask for each pass (pass-by-pass generation), and the mask generating method is executed
by any one of the above two method. The former simultaneous generation method simultaneously generates masks for
(the number of passes (the number of scans) required to complete an image - 1) passes and generates a mask for the
remaining one pass so that the print permitting pixels of this mask are exclusive to the arrangement of the print permitting
pixels of the simultaneously generated masks. The latter pass-by-pass generation method sequentially generates a
masks for each of the plural passes (scans) required to complete an image, and a mask for the final pass is generated
so that the print permitting pixels of this mask are exclusive to the arrangement of the print permitting pixels of the already
generated masks, as is the case with the former method. It should be noted that in the present embodiment, in which
the masks are used for the two pass printing, the simultaneous generation is equal to the pass-by pass generation .
[0053] Moreover, for each of the above two generation methods, a manner of determining the arrangement of print
permitting pixels includes a method of arranging all the print permitting pixels of the mask in a predetermined way and
moving the arrangement, while making the entire mask being generated more dispersive (this method is hereinafter be
referred to as an "arrangement moving method"), and a method of placing each print permitting pixel while making the
entire mask being generated more dispersive (this method is hereinafter referred to as a "sequential arrangement
method").
[0054] Fig. 7 is a diagram conceptually showing a mask generating method for the two pass printing according to the
present embodiment.
[0055] In step 1 of mask generation, masks C1, M1, and Y1 of respective planes for the first pass are generated. In
step 2, masks C2, M2, and Y2 of respective planes for the second pass are generated so that they are complementary
to the masks C1, M1, and Y1 for the first pass. More specifically, for each color, the mask for the second pass is generated
so that the arrangement of the print permitting pixels of this mask is exclusive to the arrangement of the print permitting
pixels of the corresponding mask for the first pass.
[0056] In the above mask generating methods, the print permitting pixels of the masks C1, M1, and Y1 for the first
pass are arranged as described below. First, the arrangement moving method will be described, and then the sequential
arrangement method will be described. Of course, either of these methods may be used.

Arrangement Moving Method

[0057] Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing a process for determining the arrangement of the print permitting pixels of masks
for the two pass printing according to the present embodiment on the basis of the arrangement moving method.
[0058] First, in step S801, C, M and Y images each of 50% density are acquired which correspond to the plane size
of the masks C1, M1, and Y1 for the first pass. Then in step S802, each image is binarized by a binarizing technique
such as an error diffusion method. Thus, for each of the planes of masks C1, M1, and Y1, an initial arrangement is
obtained in which print permitting pixels with 1-bit data of "1" are disposed on 50% of the mask pixels. The binarizing
technique is thus used to obtain an initial arrangement of print permitting pixels because a somewhat dispersive ar-
rangement is initially obtained depending on the binarizing method used. Further, the binarizing technique makes it
possible to reduce the time for calculation or convergence required to subsequently finally determine the arrangement.
In other words, the method for obtaining the initial arrangement is not essential on applying the present invention. For
example, a plane of mask may have an initial arrangement in which print permitting pixels with 1-bit data of 1 are randomly
arranged.
[0059] Then, in step S803, a repulsive potential is calculated for all the print permitting pixels in each of the planes of
masks C1, M1, and Y1 obtained as described above. Specifically,

(i) Repulsive force is applied to the print permitting pixels of the same plane depending on the distance between
these print permitting pixels.
(ii) Also, repulsive force is applied to the print permitting pixels of different planes.
(iii) Different repulsive force is applied for the same plane and the different planes.
(iv) Print permitting pixels of different planes are allowed to overlap one another, and repulsive force is applied to
overlapping print permitting pixels (two, three, or more print permitting pixels) according to combinations of the
overlapping print permitting pixels.
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[0060] Fig. 9 is a diagram schematically showing a function for a basic repulsive potential E(r) according to the present
embodiment.
[0061] As shown in Fig. 9, for the repulsive force function that is defined in the present embodiment, the coverage of
the repulsive force is up to r = 16 (pixels; mask pixels on which print permitting pixels are arranged). The potential that
attenuates depending on the distance basically brings a high energy state, that is, an unstable state when print permitting
pixels are arranged close to one another. Thus, the convergence calculation makes it possible to avoid selection of a
dense arrangement as much as possible.
[0062] The shape of the repulsive force is more desirably determined by the ratio of the print permitting pixels to all
the mask pixels.
[0063] Further, in the case that plural color inks are used for printing, it may occur that the number of positions where
ink dots are actually arranged exceed that of positions where ink dots can be arranged (for a resolution of 1200 dpi,
1200 x 1200 possible positions in a 1-inch square), and then the actual arranged ink dots are made overlapped each
other. Accordingly, in calculating the repulsive potential of each print permitting pixel, considerations need to be given
for possible overlapping of print permitting pixels each other. Thus, the function is defined so as to have a finite repulsive
potential at r = 0. This enables dispersion with possible overlapping of print permitting pixels taken into account.
[0064] The present embodiment executes calculations such that a repulsive potential αE(r) is applied to the print
permitting pixels on the same plane, a repulsive potential βE(r) is applied to the print permitting pixels on different planes,
and a repulsive potential γs (n) E (r) is applied to overlapping print permitting pixels. More specifically, a repulsive potential
resulting from the presence of a certain print permitting pixel is what is obtained by adding following potentials to the
above repulsive potential: the repulsive potentials of print permitting pixels on the same plane, print permitting pixels on
different planes, and a overlapping print permitting pixels on different planes, respectively within the distance r from the
certain print permitting pixel.
[0065] Mask patterns have a finite size (in the present embodiment, 256 pixels x 256 pixels), therefore a periodic
boundary condition is used which allows the same pattern of 256 pixels x 256 pixels to be seemingly repeated. Accordingly,
the left end of a mask pattern is adjacent to the right end of that mask pattern. The upper end of a mask pattern is
adjacent to the lower end of that mask pattern.
[0066] For the above repulsive potentials, coefficients α, β, and γ are weighting coefficients and in the present em-
bodiment, α = 3, β = 1, and γ = 3. The values α, β and γ affect the dispersiveness of print permitting pixels. The values
α, β and γ can be actually determined by, for example, experimental optimization based on print images printed using
the masks.
[0067] The coefficient s(n) is used for an multiplying in addition to γ in order to disperse overlapping print permitting
pixels. The coefficient s(n) has a value corresponding to the number of overlaps so as to increase the degree of dispersion
of the print permitting pixels consistently with the number of overlaps. The present inventor experiments show that an
appropriate dispersion can be achieved by using s (n) determined by either of the two equations:[Equation 1] 

[0068] That is, when the n denotes the number of overlaps, the sum of numbers of combinations is denoted by s(n).
Specifically, for an object print permitting pixel for which repulsive force is to be calculated, overlapping print permitting
pixels (which are located at the same position as that of the object print permitting pixel on the same plane or different
planes) and overlapping print permitting pixels located at the distance r from the object print permitting pixel are searched.
In this case, n denotes the number of overlaps common to overlapping of the object print permitting pixel and the print
permitting pixel on the same plane and the different planes, which overlap the object print permitting pixel at the same
position, and overlapping of the print permitting pixels which are located at the distance r from the object print permitting
pixel, on respective planes, and overlap each other in the same manner. Then, for these two pixels, repulsive forces
resulting from the overlapping print permitting pixels are considered.
[0069] In the case of considering an example in which for two pixels, print permitting pixels are present commonly on
a first, second, and third planes, n is defined as 3. Then, repulsive force attributed to the overlapping of the three print
permitting pixels is allowed to act on these pixels. Here, when the repulsive force resulting from the overlapping of the
three print permitting pixels is considered, the repulsive force of the overlapping of every two print permitting pixels and
the repulsive force of each print permitting pixel are considered to act in a multiplexing manner together with the repulsive
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force of the overlapping of the three print permitting pixels. In other words, with the third plane not taken into account,
the overlapping may be considered to occur between two print permitting pixels on the first and second planes. With the
second plane not taken into account, the overlapping may be considered to be the one between two print permitting
pixels on the first and third planes. With the first plane not taken into account, the overlapping may be considered to
occur between two print permitting pixels on the second and third planes. To calculate the multiplexing effect of overlapping
of the print permitting pixels, the repulsive force resulting from the combination of overlaps is defined and s(n) such as
the one described above is used. The experiments show that this makes it possible to provide a highly dispersive print
permitting pixel arrangement.
[0070] Referring back to Fig. 8, in step S803, the total energy is determined which is equal to the sum of the repulsive
potentials of all the print permitting pixels. Then, processing is executed to reduce the total energy.
[0071] This processing involves sequentially shifting each of the print permitting pixels to one of the pixels located at
a distance r of at most 4, at which pixel the repulsive potential of the shifted print permitting pixel most decreases. This
processing is repeated (step S804) to reduce the total energy that is equal to the sum of the repulsive potentials of all
the print permitting pixels. In other words, the process of gradually reducing the total energy corresponds to the process
of sequentially making the arrangement of the print permitting pixels more dispersive, that is, the process of gradually
reducing low frequency components of the print permitting pixels.
[0072] In step S805, the rate of a decrease in total energy obtained in step S804 is calculated. If the rate is determined
to be equal to or less than a predetermined value, the energy attenuating process is ended. It should be noted that the
predetermined value can be determined, for example, on the basis of the results of actual printing and corresponds to
a decrease rate at which an image with appropriately reduced low frequency components can be printed.
[0073] Finally, in step S806, respective planes with the rate of a decrease in total energy equal to or less than the
predetermined value are set as the masks C1, Y1, and M1 for the first pass. Further, the masks C2, M2, and Y2 for the
second pass are set in which the print permitting pixels are arranged at positions exclusive to those of the print permitting
pixels in the masks C1, M1, and Y1.
[0074] In step S805, the present embodiment determines whether the rate of a decrease in total energy is equal to or
less than the predetermined value. Then if the rate of a decrease in total energy is equal to or less than the predetermined
value, the process shifts to step S806. However, the present embodiment is not limited to this example. For example,
the present embodiment may determine in step S805 whether or not the total energy is equal to or less than the
predetermined value, and if so, shift to step S806.
[0075] Figs. 10A to 10D are diagrams schematically showing the repulsive potential calculation and total energy
attenuating process, described above. More specifically, these figures include perspective views showing the three
planes C1, Y1, and Y1 according to the present embodiment and plan views specifically showing movement of the print
permitting pixels. In the figures, the smallest squares show mask pixels. Pixels overlapping each other among three
overlapping planes correspond to the same pixel position among the planes.
[0076] Fig. 10A illustrates that when print permitting pixels are present on the same plane, the repulsive force of these
print permitting pixels is added to (increases) the repulsive potential. In the example shown in the figure, one print
permitting pixel is present on the same plane C1 on which an object print permitting pixel Do is present at the distance
r from that pixel. In this case, α = 3 is applied, and a potential 1 x αE(r) is added as the potential of the object print
permitting pixel Do.
[0077] Fig. 10B is a diagram illustrating that print permitting pixels are present on planes (M1 and Y1) different from
that on which the object print permitting pixel Do is present and that a repulsive potential is added on the basis of the
relationship between the object print permitting pixel and these two print permitting pixels. The relationship between the
object print permitting pixel and these two print permitting pixels is that between different planes. Then, β = 1 is applied
and a potential 2 x βE(r) corresponding to the two print permitting pixels is added.
[0078] Fig. 10C is a diagram illustrating that print permitting pixels are present on the same plane on which the object
print permitting pixels is present and on planes different from that on which the object print permitting pixel is present
as is the case with the above two figures, and in addition, a print permitting pixel is present on the same pixel of a different
plane and then that print permitting pixel and the object print permitting pixel overlap each another, and illustrating the
repulsive potential based on the relationship among these print permitting pixels. Not only the conditions shown in Figs.
10A and 10B are met but a print permitting pixel is present at the same pixel on the plane Y1, which is different from the
plane C1 with the object print permitting pixel Do present. Thus, the following potentials are added: the repulsive potential
1 x αE(r) of one print permitting pixel on the same plane, the repulsive potential 1 x βE(0) of one print permitting pixel
on the different plane at the same pixel, the repulsive potential 2 x βE(r) of two print permitting pixels on the different
planes, and the repulsive potential γs(2) x E(r) of overlapping to which γ = 3 is applied at a overlap number n = 2. As s
result, in the print permitting pixel arrangement shown in Fig. 10C, the sum of the repulsive potentials associated with
the presence of the object print permitting pixel Do is 1 x βE(0) + 1 x αE(r) + 2 x βE(r) + γs(2) x E (r) .
[0079] Fig. 10D is a diagram illustrating that in the print permitting pixel arrangement shown in Fig. 10C, movement
of the print permitting pixel Do changes the sum of repulsive potentials of this print permitting pixel. As shown in Fig
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10D, when the print permitting pixel Do (located on the plane C1) shifts to an adjacent pixel on the same plane, the sum
of the repulsive potentials associated with the presence of the print permitting pixel Do changes into βE(1) + 1 x αE(r2)
+ 2 x βE(r2) because the distance changes into r2 from r and the number n of overlaps becomes 0. For the print permitting
pixel arrangement shown in Fig. 10C, the sum of the repulsive potentials 1 x βE(0) + 2 x αE(r) + 1 x βE(r) γs(2) x E (r)
is compared with the sum of the repulsive potentials resulting from movement of the print permitting pixel Do in Fig. 10D.
This determines a change in the sum of the repulsive potentials after the movement.
[0080] In the above description, the sum of the repulsive potentials is obtained by determining the sum of energies of
the print permitting pixels between two pixels, or of the print permitting pixels among three pixels when the print permitting
pixel is moved. However, this is for simplification and the sum of the repulsive potentials is of course obtained by
integrating the repulsive potentials on the basis of the relationship between the print permitting pixel of interest and print
permitting pixels including those of other possible pixels other than the above print permitting pixels.
[0081] If, of the print permitting pixels for each of which the sum of the repulsive potentials is calculated as shown in
Figs. 10A to 10C, for example the print permitting pixel Do shows the largest repulsive potential sum, changes in repulsive
potential after the movement of the pixel Do is determined as described in Fig. 10D and the print permitting pixel Do is
moved to the pixel with most decreasing of repulsive potential sum. This processing is repeated to enable a reduction
in the total energy of the three planes. That is, the print permitting pixel arrangement of the superposing of the three
planes is appropriately distributed with few low frequency components.
[0082] When the print permitting pixels are appropriately dispersed among the three superposed planes of masks C1,
M1, and Y1, the print permitting pixels are also appropriately dispersed among the complementary masks C2, M2,
andY2. Further, the print permitting pixels of superposing of an arbitrary number (2, 3, 4, or 5) of these 6 planes are also
appropriately dispersed and have few low frequency components. In an area in which an image is printed in order of
the forward and backward scans according to the present embodiment, printing is executed using the mask C1 for the
first pass, the mask M1 for the first pass, the mask Y1 for the first pass, the mask Y2 for the second pass, the mask M2
for the second pass, and the mask C2 for the second pass in this order so that the mask patterns overlap one another.
Accordingly, the distributions of ink dots in the following intermediate images have few low-frequency components and
are highly dispersive: "C for the first pass + M for the first pass", "C for the first pass + M for the first pass + Y for the
first pass", "C for the first pass + M for the first pass + Y for the first pass + Y for the second pass", "C for the first pass
+ M for the first pass + Y for the first pass + Y for the second pass + M for the second pass", and "C for the first pass +
M for the first pass + Y for the first pass + Y for the second pass + M for the second pass + C for the second pass".
Likewise, in an area in which an image is printed in order of the backward and forward scans, printing is executed using
the mask C1 for the first pass, the mask Y1 for the first pass, the mask M1 for the first pass, the mask C1 for the second
pass, the mask M2 for the second pass, and the mask Y2 for the second pass in this order so that the mask patterns
overlap one another. Accordingly, the distributions of ink dots in the following intermediate images have few low-frequency
components and are highly dispersive: "Y for the first pass + M for the first pass", "Y for the first pass + M for the first
pass + C for the first pass", "Y for the first pass + M for the first pass + C for the first pass + C for the second pass", "Y
for the first pass + M for the first pass + C for the first pass + C for the second pass + M for the second pass", and "Y
for the first pass + M for the first pass + C for the first pass + C for the second pass + M for the second pass + Y for the
second pass". Then, dots printed in accordance with dot print data for each pass which is generated using the above
masks are also appropriately dispersed. That is, as described above, when an arrangement pattern of print permitting
pixels of a mask has few low-frequency components, an arrangement pattern of dots printed using these masks is free
from a dot arrangement bias or the like in the dot arrangement pattern in the original image not subjected to the mask
processing yet. That is, dot patterns printed using masks for each pass contain few low-frequency components and are
highly dispersive as is the case with mask patterns.
[0083] Thus, even if the inks do not sufficiently penetrate at an intermediate image stage due to the relative relationship
between the inks and the print medium, the probability that insufficiently penetrating inks contact each other to form
grains can be reduced owing to the well-dispersed ink dots. This makes it possible to suppress what is called beading
resulting from grains. Even if grains are formed, they will be also appropriately distributed and less significantly affect
the grade of print images.
[0084] Thus, since the inks do not necessarily need to penetrate sufficiently at an intermediate image stage, the printer
104 can reduce the difference in printing time among the planes, that is, the difference in ejection time. For example,
this enables an increase in carriage speed or ejection frequency or a reduction in the number of passes for multi-pass
printing; four passes adopted taking sufficient penetration of inks into account can be reduced to two.
[0085] In the above description, the arrangement moving method is applied to three plane masks which are used for
the first pass and which are included in the masks for two passes. However, the arrangement moving method is not
limited to this aspect but is applicable to all the planes to determine the arrangement of the print permitting pixels. For
the masks for two pass printing according to the present embodiment, the arrangement moving method is applicable to
six plane masks for two passes each for C, M, and Y. In this case, the range within which the print permitting pixels are
moved is not limited to nearby pixels. Arranged pixels may be moved on the basis of the relationship between the
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corresponding print permitting pixels on different planes. Specifically, for example, a print permitting pixel on one plane
may be moved to a pixel on the same plane on which no print permitting pixel is placed, and a print permitting pixel
placed on a pixel of another plane which corresponds to the moved pixel may be moved to a pixel on the same plane
which corresponds the pixel on which the above print permitting pixel was located. This makes it possible to change the
arrangement relationship among the print permitting pixels on all the planes involved in the repulsive potential calculation.
Consequently, the positions of the print permitting pixels can be changed to one another so as to minimize the potential
energy.

Sequential Arrangement Method

[0086] This method is a method which sequentially arranges print permitting pixels in a part of plane of mask where
no print permitting pixels have been arranged yet, as described above.
[0087] Fig. 11 is a flowchart showing a process of determining the arrangement of print permitting pixels on the basis
of the sequential arrangement method according to the present embodiment.
[0088] The process shown in Fig. 11 sequentially places a print permitting pixel on three planes in series and repeats
this operation until 50% of the print permitting pixels are arranged on each plane. First, in step S1101, before a print
permitting pixel has been arranged, calculation is made of the possible repulsive potential between this print permitting
pixel and each of the print permitting pixels already arranged on the plane masks C1, M1, and Y1.
[0089] The repulsive potential can be calculated in the same manner as described above for the arrangement moving
method. The difference between the present method and the arrangement moving method is that with reference to the
example shown in Figs. 10A to 10C, if in contrast to the above arrangement moving method, the print permitting pixel
Do, shown in these figures, has not been placed yet but is to be newly placed, the repulsive potential is calculated on
the basis of the relationship between the print permitting pixel Do and print permitting pixels already arranged on the
same plane C1 and on the different plane M1 or Y1. As is also apparent from the description, at the initial stage where
no print permitting pixels have been arranged yet, the repulsive potential has the same value regardless of the position
of the print permitting pixel.
[0090] Next, in step S1102, among the repulsive potentials calculated under the assumption that the print permitting
pixel is placed on each of mask pixels, mask pixels having the minimum potential energy is determined. Then, in step
S1103, the method determines whether or not plural mask pixels show that minimum energy. If plural mask pixels show
the minimum energy, then in step S1107, random numbers are used to determine one of the plural mask pixels. In the
present embodiment, the pixel with the minimum energy is determined under the condition that on the same plane, no
print permitting pixel is placed on a pixel on which a print permitting pixel has already been placed. This is because
depending on a parameter such as the weighting coefficient or repulsive potential function, in the repulsive potential
calculation, overlapping of print permitting pixels on the same plane may result in the minimum energy as a result of the
relationship between the object print permitting pixel and print permitting pixels on the other planes and because in this
case, the overlapping is prohibited because only one print permitting pixel is allowed to be placed on one mask pixel.
[0091] In step S1104, a print permitting pixel is placed on the determined mask pixel with the minimum potential energy.
That is, mask data on that pixel is set to "1".
[0092] In step S1105, the method determines whether or not one print permitting pixel has been placed on each of
the C, M, and Y planes. If this placement has not been finished, the processing starting in step S1101 is repeated.
[0093] When one print permitting pixel has been sequentially placed on the planes C1, M1, and Y1 in this order, in
step S1106, the method determines whether or not print permitting pixels have been arranged on up to 50% of all the
mask pixels. If print permitting pixels have not been arranged on up to 50% of the mask pixels, the processing starting
in step S1101 is repeated. Once 50% of the print permitting pixels have been arranged on each of the three planes, the
present process is finished. After the masks C1, M1, and Y1 for the first pass are thus set, the complementary masks
C2, M2, and Y2 are subsequently set.
[0094] The above described sequential arrangement method also makes it possible to produce masks having char-
acteristics similar to those of masks produced by the above arrangement moving method. That is, for the three planes
of masks C1, M1, and Y1 obtained by the sequential arrangement method, the print permitting pixels are appropriately
dispersed in the superposed masks. Accordingly, the print permitting pixels are also appropriately dispersed for the
masks C2, M2, and Y2, which are complementary to the masks C1, M1, and Y1. Further, the print permitting pixels are
also appropriately dispersed on an arbitrary number (2, 3, 4, or 5) of these 6 planes and have few low-frequency
components.
[0095] The above mask generating methods are further characterized by generating no such a periodic pattern as
has regularly repeated print permitting pixel arrangements. These methods do not generate, for example, such a periodic
pattern as has repeated any checker pattern or any repeated Beyer type arrangements. Even if such a pattern is
generated, re-setting the repulsive potential parameter enables convergence to the state in which generation of period
patterns is avoided. Thus, masks generated by the mask generating methods according to the present embodiment
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have aperiodic patterns.
[0096] In the above mask generating methods, each plane is not set to avoid the use of particular print permitting
pixels. However, even if particular pixels on each plane are set to be unused as print permitting pixels, well-dispersed
masks with few low-frequency components can be obtained with the use of these pixels avoided.

(3) Mask Characteristic Evaluation

Effect of Repulsive potential Weighting Coefficients α, β, and γs (n) on Masks

[0097] First, a specific description will be given of the effects of the weighting coefficients α, β, and γs(n) for the repulsive
potential calculation (discussion will not be given of the distance but only of effects of the coefficients) on masks generated
by the mask generating methods according to the present embodiment, described above. As described above, the
coefficient α acts on the dispersion of print permitting pixels on the same plane. The coefficient β acts on the dispersion
of print permitting pixels between different planes. The coefficient γs(n) acts on the dispersion of overlaps if print permitting
pixels on different planes are located on the same pixel and overlap each other.
[0098] In the present embodiment, the same function (Fig. 9) is used for all the terms as E(r). However, different
potential functions may be used for the respective terms. In this case, of course, a difference in dispersion described
below essentially corresponds to the difference among αE (r) and βE(r)’ and γE(r)" that are the product of the function
E(r) and each of the corresponding weighting coefficients α, β, and γ(n).
[0099] If the repulsive potential is defined only for print permitting pixels on the same plane and energy is attenuated
to determine the print permitting pixel distribution, that is, if α = 1 for αE(r) and β = γ = 0, the print permitting pixel
arrangement on one plane is such that the print permitting pixels are appropriately dispersed on each plane. This is due
to the effect of αE(r). However, a pattern of overlapping print permitting pixels (a logical product or a logical sum) extracted
from two (plural) superposed planes is biased in terms of the arrangement of print permitting pixels and has a large
amount of low frequency components. This is because some print permitting pixels on two planes may happen to overlap
one another or because a bias may result from the lack of association between two planes.
[0100] The "logical product" pattern is obtained by performing a logical product operation on the same pixel position
on plural planes as shown in Fig. 12. Specifically, when print permitting pixels ("1") are present at the corresponding
pixel positions on plural (in the illustrated example, two) planes, a logical product pattern is obtained by extracting these
positions. The logical product pattern shows a distribution of overlapping print permitting pixels between different planes.
[0101] A "logical sum" pattern is obtained by performing a logical sum operation on the same pixel position on plural
planes as shown in Fig. 13. Specifically, when a print permitting pixel ("1") is present at a certain pixel position on one
of plural (in the illustrated example, two) planes, a logical sum pattern is obtained by extracting this position. The logical
sum pattern shows the respective arrangement of print permitting pixels on the different planes, as an arrangement of
print permitting pixels on one plane.
[0102] Next, it is assumed that the same repulsive potential is applied to all the print permitting pixels on the three
planes, that is, α = β = 1 for αE(r) and βE(r) and γ = 0. In this case, the print permitting pixel distribution on each plane
has a certain amount of low frequency components and hasbiaseddistribution. On the other hand, the print permitting
pixel distribution (logical sum) on the superposed three color planes is appropriately dispersive. This is because α and
β have the same value, so that the effect of dispersion of print permitting pixels on the same plane is the same as that
on the other planes, with resultant insufficient dispersion of print permitting pixels on each plane.
[0103] Thus, to vary the repulsive potential between the same plane and different planes, for example, α = 3 and β =
1 are set. This makes it possible to relatively reduce the effects of the other planes, improving the dispersion within the
same plane. Moreover, the print permitting pixel dispersion (logical sum pattern) of two superposed planes is appropriately
dispersive and has few low-frequency components. Thus, the dispersion of print permitting pixels is improved both on
the same plane and on different planes. That is say, the dispersion both on the same plane and on different planes is
improved by making the terms αE(r) and βE(r) effective and making the values α and β different from each other.
[0104] Next, discussion will be given first of the case in which the term γs (n) E (r) is not used when some print permitting
pixels overlap one another. Two planes having print permitting pixel distributions having few low-frequency components
are superposed without making the term γs (n) E (r) effective. Then, overlapping print permitting pixels (the logical
product) are extracted from the resulting print permitting pixel distribution and have an inappropriate distribution with a
large amount of low frequency components.
[0105] In contrast, the use of the term γs (n) E (r) first provides each plane with a print permitting pixel distribution
having few low-frequency components. Then, a distribution of overlapping print permitting pixels (the logical product)
extracted from a print permitting pixel distribution of the superposed planes has an arrangement with few low-frequency
components.
[0106] Thus, the term γs (n) E (R) is basically effective in appropriately dispersing overlapping print permitting pixels.
Here, as described with reference to Figs. 10A to 10D, this term is set so that the potential increases consistently with
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the number of overlaps and thus moves or arranges each print permitting pixel according to the potential to attenuate
the energy, and give an effect that reduces the number of the overlaps while lowering the energy. This means that the
above effect is the same as that of αE(r) for reducing the number of adjacent print permitting pixels on the same plane.
Thus, the term γs (n) E (r) is effective not only in dispersing overlapping print permitting pixels as much as possible but
also in reducing the number of overlaps. This effect makes it possible to minimize the number of print permitting pixels
in a mass of adjacent or overlapping print permitting pixels. As a result, a print permitting pixel distribution with few low-
frequency components can be obtained.
[0107] Consequently, the present embodiment uses the values α = 3, β = 1, and γ = 3 as described above.
[0108] For example, α, β << γ may be set and overlapping print permitting pixels extracted from plural superposed
planes may be noted so that the effect of the term γs (n) E (r) is utilized to obtain an appropriate dispersion in which
overlapping print permitting pixels have very few low frequency components.
[0109] Further, in the present embodiment, the repulsive forces among the planes are all βE(r). However, the inter-
actions among the planes may be effectively varied taking the magnitudes of the interactions into account. For example,
the repulsive potential between planes of masks used for inks landed at as short a time interval as possible is made
higher than the other repulsive potentials. In other words, the coefficient of βE(r) or the shape of E(r) may be effectively
varied among the planes. Further, for example, when a reaction system is used for fixation, if ink containing a reaction
liquid or such a component is ejected using the print head, it is effective to make the repulsive potential between a plan
mask used for the reaction liquid or the like and a plane mask used for ink that reacts markedly with the reaction liquid
or the like, higher than a normal repulsive potential. A specific example of variation of the repulsive potential function is
variation of the coverage distance r of the repulsive force. For example, r may be 16 at most as described above when
image data for processing has a gray scale value of 50% and may increase as the gray scale value increases above or
decreases below 50%.
[0110] In the present specification, more even dispersion of print permitting pixels or their overlaps means a "more
appropriate dispersion" or a "better dispersion". The "even dispersion" correspond to, in the above example of the
repulsive potential, the minimized total energy, that is, the minimized number of overlaps or adjacencies in a mass of
overlapping or adjacent print permitting pixels. Moreover, in this state, the print permitting pixels are arranged as evenly
as possible. Furthermore, the expression "a decrease in an amount (value) of low frequency components" means that
the amount (value) of frequency components in an area (low frequency area) relating to sensitive human visual char-
acteristics decreases depending on the level of the dispersion.

Mask according to the Present Embodiment and Mask in Conventional Example

[0111] Figs. 14 to 16 are diagrams showing respective arrangement patterns of print permitting pixels of masks C1,
M1 and Y1 (hereinafter referred to as "layer masks") according to the present embodiment, which are generated by the
above generating method. Figs. 17 and 18 are diagrams showing similar arrangement patterns of print permitting pixels
of conventional masks. More specifically, Fig. 17 shows the pattern of a mask generated according to the method
described in Patent Document 1 (referred to as a "dispersed mask only in self plane"), which can be used for the cyan
ink for the first pass. Fig. 18 shows the pattern of a random mask described in Patent Document 2. Each of the mask
patterns shown in Figs. 14 to 18 has an area size of 256 pixels x 256 pixels. In each pattern, white pixels represent print
non-permitting pixels (a pixel that masks image data regardless of the matter of the image data on corresponding pixel).
Black pixels represent print permitting pixels (a pixel that permits dots to be formed depending on the matter of the image
data on the pixels).
[0112] As shown in these figures, only the randommask shown in Fig. 18 gives the observer the impression that it is
rough and lacks smoothness, compared to the other masks. This is because in generating the random mask pattern,
the print permitting pixels are randomly arranged without taking into account the correlations (the coefficient α) among
the dot positions within that plane. In contrast, the print permitting pixels are arranged in the patterns of the "dispersed
mask only in self plane" (Fig. 17) and the mask (Figs. 14 to 16) according to the present embodiment, so as to especially
take into account the dispersion of the print permitting pixels within the same plane based on the effect of the coefficient
α. This avoids biasing the dispersion of the print permitting pixels, giving the observer the impression that the masks
are generally smooth.
[0113] Figs. 19 and 20 are diagrams showing a logical sum and logical product patterns, respectively, of the layer
masks C1 and M1 according to the present embodiment shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Further, Figs. 21 and 22 are diagrams
showing a logical sum and logical product patterns, respectively, of the layer masks C1, M1 and Y1 shown in Figs. 14,
15 and 16. Figs. 23 and 24 are diagrams showing a logical sum and logical product patterns, respectively, of two masks
of the dispersed mask only in self plane according to the conventional example. Figs. 25 and 26 are diagrams showing
a logical sum and logical product patterns, respectively, of two random masks according to the conventional example.
[0114] As shown in Figs. 19 and 20, the following are appropriately dispersed and do not give the observer any rough
feeling: the arrangement (logical sum) of the print permitting pixels obtained by superposing the two masks according
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to the present embodiment each other and the arrangement (logical product) of overlapping print permitting pixels
extracted from the above arrangement. This is because the print permitting pixels are arranged on the two planes taking
into account the dispersion of the print permitting pixels between the two planes (the coefficient β) and the dispersion
of the overlaps themselves (the coefficient γs (n)).
[0115] Further, as shown in Fig. 21, the print permitting pixels are generally closely arranged in the logical sum pattern
of the print permitting pixels obtained by superposing the three masks according to the present embodiment on one
another. That is, since the present embodiment takes the dispersion of the print permitting pixels among the three plans
into account (the coefficient β), the print permitting pixels are appropriately dispersed among the three planes. As a
result, the print permitting pixels are generally closely arranged. Moreover, the planes are even masks for two pass
printing, and the print permitting pixels are thus arranged on each of the planes at a density of 50%. Consequently, the
three superposed planes have a density of 150%, and thus do not prevent the overlapping of the print permitting pixels
from being eliminated. However, the present embodiment uses the coefficient γs(n) to limit the number of overlaps to
two. As a result, in the logical product pattern obtained by extracting overlapping print permitting pixels on the three
planes, no such overlaps are present, as shown in Fig. 22.
[0116] In contrast, the logical sum and logical product patterns obtained by superposing the masks of the "dispersed
mask only in self plane" disclosed in Patent Document 1, which are planes of different colors, are dispersed less appro-
priately than those according to the present embodiment (Figs. 19 and 20), as shown in Figs. 23 and 24. This is because
Patent Document 1 takes the dispersion on the same plane into account but not the dispersion of the print permitting
pixels between the planes (the coefficient β) or the dispersion of overlaps of the print permitting pixels (the coefficient
γs(n)). The random masks according to the conventional example also show an inappropriately dispersed logical sum
and logical product patterns as shown in Figs. 25 and 26.
[0117] Another method for evaluating a mask pattern is defined to use a "superposing" pattern. As shown in Fig. 27,
this "superposing" pattern is such that when a print permitting pixel ("1") is present at a certain mask pixel on plural (in
the illustrated example, two) planes, the data "1" indicating a print permitting pixel is present on the corresponding pixels,
and such that when print permitting pixels overlap each other on the same mask pixel, data corresponding to the number
of overlaps is present. For example, if two overlaps are present, the data indicates "2". If three overlaps are present, the
data indicates "3". The "superposing" pattern is represented by a density corresponding to the number indicated by the
data, as shown later. That is, the black density increases consistently with the number of overlapping print permitting
pixels. The superposing pattern can show, on one plane, the arrangements of the print permitting pixels of the different
planes and also can show the arrangement of the overlapping print permitting pixels with the degree of the overlapping.
[0118] Figs. 28 and 29 show "superposing" patterns in which two and three layer masks, respectively, according to
the present embodiment are superposed each other.
[0119] The patterns shown in Figs. 28 and 29 are similar to ink dot patterns in intermediate images obtained when
printing is executed using the masks according to the present embodiment. Accordingly, these patterns also show that
the ink dots and their overlaps are appropriately dispersed in the intermediate images.
[0120] Figs 30 and 31 show "superposing" patterns of two masks of the dispersed mask only in self plane and of
random mask, according to the conventional example. These figures show that in the "superposing" pattern of the
conventional masks, the print permitting pixels and their overlaps are also inappropriately dispersed.

Evaluations Based on Power Spectra

[0121] Now, the mask according to the present embodiment is evaluated on the basis of a power spectrum showing
the frequency characteristics of the mask pattern. The power spectrum described below is obtained by changing the
arrangement of print permitting pixels to a dot arrangement and is obtained for a plane of size 256 pixels x 256 pixels.
This power spectrum is a radially average power spectrum described in "T. Mitsa and K. J. Parker, "Digital Half toning
using a Blue Noise Mask", Proc. SPIE 1452, pp. 47-56 (1991) ", which allows two-dimensional space frequencies to be
handled as one-dimensional ones.
[0122] Fig. 32 illustrates the frequency characteristics of a single mask pattern (C1) for the layer mask according to
the present invention and the dispersed mask only in self plane and the random mask each according to the conventional
example. Fig. 33 illustrates the frequency characteristics of the logical sum pattern of two masks (C1 and M1) for the
above three type of masks. Fig. 34 illustrates the frequency characteristics of the logical product pattern of two masks
(C1 and M1) for the above three type of masks.
[0123] In Fig. 32, each curve shows the power spectrum of the corresponding mask pattern with respect to space
frequencies. A curve a shows the power spectrum of the mask pattern of the layer mask according to the present invention
(Fig. 14). A curve b shows the power spectrum of the mask pattern of the dispersed mask only in self plane (Fig. 17).
A curve c shows the power spectrum of the mask pattern of the random mask pattern (Fig. 18). A comparison of these
three curves indicates that the random mask (curve c) has a substantially uniform power over the entire area of spatial
frequencies. The print permitting pixels are randomly arranged in the random mask and thus has no specially charac-
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terized dispersion intervals. This results in a substantially uniform distribution of the spectrum from a lower frequency
area to a higher frequency area. On the other hand, in the layer mask according to the present embodiment and the
dispersed mask only in self plane according to the conventional example (curves a and b), power is lower in the lower
frequency area, with a power peak present in the higher frequency area. This shows that the print permitting pixels are
substantially uniformly dispersed with certain distances maintained among them.
[0124] One characteristic of the present invention is that focus is given to "low frequency components" present in the
lower frequency side of a half of the entire frequency area in which the power spectrum of the mask pattern is present.
When a mask pattern has few low-frequency components, beading attributed to the dispersion of grains is unlikely to
occur or to be visually recognized. This prevents a printed image from giving the observer a rough feeling. Further, in
particular, the mask pattern is two-dimensionally repeatedly used for an image in which one pattern is printed. Repetition
of a given mask pattern causes the repeated pattern to be more likely to perceived by the observer as the amount of
low frequency components increases. The pattern significantly affects the occurrence and appearance of beading,
resulting in a rough feeling associated with the mask period. It is thus important to focus on the repeated pattern to
design the mask pattern such that it shows few low-frequency components. That is, the present invention focuses on
the lower frequency area, which may cause a visually rough feeling, to reduce the components of the low frequency
area. In other words, the mask pattern according to the present invention is featured in showing a reduced low frequency
power.
[0125] Moreover, frequency characteristics relating to the sensitivity of the human eyes depend on the distance between
print matter and the eyes or the like as discussed in many documents such as a Dooley’s document (R.P. Dooley:
Prediction Brightness Appearance at Edges Using Linear and Non-Linear Visual Describing Functions, SPES Annual
Meeting (1975)). Various experiments show that when viewing print matter, the human eyes readily perceive the com-
ponents of an area of frequencies lower than about 10 cycles/mm. The present inventor has also experimentally confirmed
this. It is thus important to focus on an area (lower frequency area) of frequencies lower than 10 cycles/mm. Actually,
the eyes may be moved closer to the print matter. The present inventor thus thinks it important to design the mask
pattern focusing on the area of low frequencies lower than about 20 cycles/mm. This range generally coincides with the
low frequency area to which focus is given in connection with mask evaluations according to embodiments described
later (for example, Fig. 50).
[0126] In each of the power spectra of a logical sum and product patterns obtained by superposing masks each other
as shown in Figs. 33 and 34, the low frequency components of the dispersed mask only in self plane (curve b) according
to the conventional example shows more low-frequency components than the layer mask (curve a) according to the
present embodiment. In other words, a more inappropriate dispersion results from the arrangement of the print permitting
pixels in the dispersed mask only in self plate according to the conventional example than from the layer mask according
to the present embodiment, as shown in Figs. 23 and 24.
[0127] Figs. 35 and 36 show the power spectra of "superposing" patterns of superposed two and three masks of the
layer mask according to the present embodiment, the dispersed masks only in self plane and the random mask each
according to the conventional example, respectively. In each figure, a curve a shows the power spectrum of the super-
posed pattern (Figs. 28 and 29) of the layer masks according to the present embodiment. A curve b shows the power
spectrum of the superposed pattern (Fig. 30) of dispersed masks only in self plane according to the conventional example.
A curve c shows the power spectrum of the superposed pattern (Fig. 31) of the random masks also according to the
conventional example.
[0128] A comparison of the three curves indicates that the random masks shows a substantially uniform power over
the entire space frequency area as is the case with the power spectra of the single mask and logical sum and logical
product patterns. On the other hand, the superposed pattern of the masks of the dispersed mask only in self plane shown
by the curve b shows more low-frequency components than the dispersed mask only in self plane shown in Fig. 32.
Also, the superposed pattern of the masks of the dispersed mask only in self plane shown by the curve b shows more
low-frequency components than that of the layer masks according to the present embodiment. This degrades the dis-
persion to enhance the rough feeling of the pattern, as shown in Fig. 30.
[0129] In contrast, the superposed pattern of the layer masks according to the present embodiment, shown by the
curve a, shows almost as few low-frequency components as the single layer mask shown in Fig. 32. This indicates that
even in the three superposed planes, the print permitting pixels are substantially evenly dispersed with certain distances
maintained among them.

Evaluation Based on Displacement

[0130] The mask according to the embodiment of the present invention differs from the conventional mask (dispersed
mask only in self plane described in Patent Document 1), which is obtained taking only one plane into account, in a
change in dispersiveness between the superposing of different planes of masks at a regular position and their superposing
at an irregular position. For the mask according to the embodiment of the present invention, superposing different planes
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of masks with intentional displacement makes the print permitting pixels significantly less dispersive. That is, since the
present embodiment also takes the dispersion among the different planes into account, the dispersiveness is markedly
degraded if the masks are superposed one another in a manner different from the regular one with the dispersion taken
into account. On the other hand, since the dispersed mask only in self plane according to the conventional example
does not take the dispersion among the different planes into account, the dispersiveness remains unchanged even if
the masks are superposed one another in a manner different from the regular one.
[0131] This displacement evaluation is executed as follows. C1, M1, and Y1 planes generated according to the above
generating method are displaced with respect to one another in each color raster direction. In this case, the masks
themselves are periodically arranged and can thus be displaced with respect to one another.
[0132] Figs. 37 to 39 are diagrams showing a logical sum, logical product, and "superposing" patterns, respectively,
obtained when C1 and Y1 patterns are superposed each other with the masks displaced. As is apparent from these
figures, degraded dispersiveness is exhibited by all of the logical sum, logical product, and "superposing" patterns of
the displaced layer masks C1 and M1 according to the present embodiment.
[0133] Figs. 40 to 42 show a comparison of power spectra obtained when the masks are displaced and when they
are not displaced (that is, the masks are superposed each other at the regular position). Figs. 40 to 42 show the power
spectra of a logical sum pattern of the layer masks according to the present embodiment, the masks of the dispersed
mask only in self plane and random masks each according to the conventional example, respectively.
[0134] The layer masks according to the present embodiment shown in Fig. 40 show larger amount of low-frequency
components when displaced than when aligned. This is because the layer masks take the dispersion among the different
planes into account, so that the dispersiveness is markedly degraded if the masks are superposed one another in a
manner different from the regular one with the dispersion taken into account, as described above.
[0135] In contrast, for the dispersed masks only in self plane and random masks according the conventional example
shown in Figs. 41 and 42, the power spectra exhibit almost no change between when the masks are displaced and when
they are aligned. This is because these masks originally do not take the dispersion among the different planes into
account, so that the dispersiveness does not change significantly if the masks are displaced.
[0136] Figs. 43 to 45 are diagrams showing a comparison of power spectra obtained when the masks are displaced
as shown in Figs. 40 to 42 and when they are aligned, respectively. Figs. 43 to 45 show the power spectra of the layer
masks according to the present embodiment, and the dispersed masks only in self plane and randommasks each
according to the conventional example, respectively. Further, Figs. 46 to 48 are diagrams showing a comparison of
power spectra obtained when the masks are displaced and when they are aligned, and show the power spectra of
"superposing" patterns of the layer masks according to the present embodiment and the dispersed masks only in self
plane and random masks according to the conventional example, respectively. As is apparent from these figures, the
layer masks according to the present invention show much more low-frequency components when displaced than when
aligned. On the other hand, with the dispersed masks only in self plane and the random masks according to the con-
ventional example, the low frequency components in the power spectrum exhibit almost no change between when the
masks are displaced and when they are aligned. For the power spectra of "superposing" patterns of the three layer
masks C1, M1 and Y1 according to the present embodiment shown in FIG. 49, the power of the entire frequency area
similarly increases when the masks are displaced.
[0137] Figs. 50 to 52 are diagrams showing the evaluations based on displacement in terms of the amount of low
frequency components, for the layer masks according to the present embodiment and the dispersed masks only in self
plane and the random masks according to the conventional example, respectively. Here, the amount of low frequency
components corresponds to the integration of the frequency components on the range equal to or lower than 90 which
corresponds to about half of the space frequency area in which the power spectra are present.
[0138] As shown in Fig. 50, the layer masks according to the present embodiment show more low-frequency compo-
nents when displaced than when aligned, for all of the logical sum, logical product, and "superposing" patterns of the
masks C1 and M1 and the "superposing" pattern of the masks C1, M1, and Y1.
[0139] In contrast, both the dispersed masks only in self plane shown in Fig. 51 and the random masks shown in Fig.
52 exhibit no change between when the masks are displaced and when they are aligned.
[0140] As described above, when the masks are superposed each other, it is possible to determine whether or not
the present invention has been applied to the masks, depending on whether a dispersiveness evaluation value changes
greatly when the masks are displaced. That is, the above described evaluation based on displacement proves that the
masks to which the present invention is applied take the dispersiveness in overlapping into account.

[Embodiment 2: 100% even mask for four pass printing]

(1) Summary of the Embodiment

[0141] The present embodiment relates to four pass multi-pass printing in which an image is completed by four scans
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for each of the cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y) and black (K) ink. For each of the ink colors for the four pass printing,
not only masks for each of plural (in the present embodiment, four) scans but also a combination of plural arbitrary planes
of these masks are appropriately dispersed.
[0142] In the description below, for simplification of illustration and description, four pass printing is executed using
three colors, cyan, magenta, and yellow.
[0143] Each group of color nozzles for cyan, magenta and yellow is divided into four groups of a first to fourth groups,
each including 128 nozzles. These groups are associated with respective mask patterns (C1, C2, C3, and C4, M1, M2,
M3, and M4, and Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4) according to the present embodiment. Each mask pattern has a size equal to 128
pixels in the sub-scanning direction (conveying direction), the number of which is the same as that of nozzles in each
group. On the other hand, the mask pattern has a size equal to 256 pixels in a scan direction. Four mask patterns (C1,
C2, C3, and C4, or M1, M2, M3, and M4, or Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4) corresponding to a nozzle group for the same color ink
are complementary to one another and correspond to all image data pixels. Superposing these mask patterns one
another completes printing of an area corresponding to 128 pixels x 256 pixels.
[0144] In a printing operation using these masks, each color nozzle group ejects ink to a print medium while executing
scanning in a direction substantially orthogonal to the nozzle arranging direction. For example, the C, M and Y inks are
ejected to each area. Further, every time a scan is finished, the print medium is conveyed by an amount equal to the
width of one group (in this case, equal to 128 pixels) in a direction orthogonal to the scanning direction. This makes it
possible to complete, by four scans, an image in an area of the print medium which has a size equal to the width of each
group.
[0145] More specifically, four contiguous areas in the print medium each of which has a size corresponding to the
width of each nozzle group are defined as areas A, B, C and D arranged in this order in the conveying direction of the
print medium. Then, during the first scan, an area A on the print medium is printed using the first group of the C nozzle
group, the first group of the M nozzle group, and the first group of the Y nozzle group. During the first scan, the mask
patterns C1, M1 and Y1 are used for the area A.
[0146] Next, during the second scan, the area A, on which printing by the first scan has been completed, is subjected
to printing using the second group of the C nozzle group, the second group of the M nozzle group, and the second group
of the Y nozzle group. An unprinted area B is also printed using the first group of the C nozzle group, the first group of
the M nozzle group, and the first group of the Y nozzle group. Accordingly, during the second scan, the mask patterns
C2, M2 and Y2 are used for the area A, and the mask patterns C1, M1 and Y1 are used for the area B.
[0147] Further, during the third scan, the area A, on which printing by the second scan has been completed, is subjected
to printing using the third group of the C nozzle group, the third group of the M nozzle group, and the third group of the
Y nozzle group. The area B is also printed using the second group of the C nozzle group, the second group of the M
nozzle group, and the second group of the Y nozzle group. An unprinted area C is also printed using the first group of
the C nozzle group, the first group of the M nozzle group, and the first group of the Y nozzle group. Accordingly, during
the third scan, the mask patterns C3, M3 and Y3 are used for the area A, the mask patterns C2, M2 and Y2 are used
for the area B, and the mask patterns C1, M1 and Y1 are used for the area C.
[0148] Further, during the fourth scan, the area A, on which printing by the third scan has been completed, is subjected
to printing using the fourth group of the C nozzle group, the fourth group of the M nozzle group, and the fourth group of
the Y nozzle group. The area B is also printed using the third group of the C nozzle group, the third group of the M nozzle
group, and the third group of the Y nozzle group. The area C is also printed using the second group of the C nozzle
group, the second group of the M nozzle group, and the second group of the Y nozzle group. An unprinted area D is
also printed using the first group of the C nozzle group, the first group of the M nozzle group, and the first group of the
Y nozzle group. Accordingly, during the fourth scan, the mask patterns C4, M4 and Y4 are used for the area A, the mask
patterns C3, M3 and Y3 are used for the area B, the mask patterns C2, M2 and Y2 are used for the area C, and the
mask patterns C1, M1 and Y1 are used for the area D.
[0149] As described above, the four scans complete the image in the area 4 on the print medium. Further, the area
B and the subsequent areas are similarly printed.
[0150] In the present embodiment, as is the case of the above first embodiment, the arrangement of print permitting
pixels obtained by superposing the planes of masks one another is aperiodic and highly dispersive to show few low-
frequency components, in order to avoid the occurrence of grains in intermediate images. This prevents dots from being
arranged close or adjacent to one another or overlapping one another in intermediate images at the corresponding
stages leading to the completion of an image, as much as possible. Also, even if overlapping or adjacent dots cannot
be eliminated, the present embodiment makes such overlapping dots or the like highly dispersive.

(2) Mask Generating Method

[0151] The present embodiment can use, as a mask generating method, either of the simultaneous generation method
and pass-by pass generation method, described in Embodiment 1. However, in the present embodiment, the simulta-
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neous generation method is not the same as the pass-by pass generation method. These methods will be sequentially
described below.

Simultaneous Generation

[0152] Fig. 53 is a diagram conceptually illustrating the simultaneous generation method according to the present
embodiment.
[0153] As shown in Fig. 53, the simultaneous generation method according to the present embodiment simultaneously
generates masks (C1, M1 and Y1), (C2, M2 and Y2), and (C3, M3 and Y3) for the first to third passes, in step 1. Then,
in step two-plane masks (C4, M4 and Y4) for the fourth pass are generated so as to be complementary, for each color,
to the masks for the first to third passes (C1, M1 and Y1), (C2, M2 and Y2), and (C3, M3 and Y3). In other words, the
mask for the fourth pass is generated so that the arrangement of the print permitting pixels is exclusive to the arrangements
of the print permitting pixels of the masks for the first to third passes for each color.
[0154] Specifically, either the "arrangement moving method" or "sequential moving method", described in Embodiment
1, may be used as shown below to arrange the print permitting pixels to generate masks for the first to third passes.

(Arrangement Moving Method)

[0155] Processing that is executed for this method is basically similar to that described for Embodiment 1 with reference
to Fig. 8. Specifically, as is the case with step S801 in Fig. 8, C, M and Y images each of 25% density are acquired
which correspond to the size of plane of each of the color masks (C1, M1 and Y1), (C2, M2 and Y2), and (C3, M3 and
Y3) for the first to third passes. Then, as in the case of step S802, a binarizing technique such as an error diffusion
method is used to binarize each image. This results in an initial arrangement in which print permitting pixels are disposed
on 25% of all the mask pixels on the plane of each of the masks (C1, M1 and Y1), (C2, M2 and Y2), and (C3, M3 and Y3).
[0156] Then, as is the case with step S803, the repulsive potential is calculated for all the print permitting pixels on
the plane of each of the masks (C1, M1 and Y1), (C2, M2 and Y2), and (C3, M3 and Y3) obtained as described above.
[0157] The calculation of the repulsive potential is different from that of the processing according to Embodiment 1,
in bellowing points. For example, to calculate the repulsive potential of a certain print permitting pixel on the plane C2,
the effect of a print permitting pixel on another plane of a different color which is located at a distance r from the above
print permitting pixel; the value of the weighting coefficient β in βE(r) is set to be 1 as is the case with Embodiment 1.
On the other hand, the effect of print permitting pixels on different planes C1 and C3 of the same color which are located
at the distance r from the above allowed pixel; the value of the weighting coefficient β in βE(r) is set to be 2. Thus, the
dispersion of print permitting pixels obtained when the masks of the same color are superposed (β is 2) is given priority
over the dispersion of print permitting pixels obtained when masks of different colors are superposed (β is 1).
[0158] Then, as is the case with step S804 in Fig. 8, energy is attenuated as described in Figs. 10A to 10D. Here, the
difference from Embodiment 1 is as follows. Each of the print permitting pixels on nine planes calculated in the preceding
processing is moved to one of the pixels located within a distance r of at most 4 from that print permitting pixel, at which
the repulsive potential most decreases. On this occasion, print permitting pixels of the same color (of the planes) are
prohibited from overlapping on each other. Thus, masks of the same color for three passes can be made complementary
to one another.

(Sequential Arrangement Method)

[0159] The sequential arrangement method for simultaneous generation is basically the same as the processing
described for Embodiment 1 with reference to Fig. 11. The difference between the present embodiment and Embodiment
1 is the same as that described for the arrangement moving method. That is, to calculate the repulsive potential, the
effect of a print permitting pixel on another plane of a different color; the value of the weighting coefficient β in βE(r) is
set to be 1. The effect of print permitting pixel on different planes of the same color; the value of the weighting coefficient
β in βE(r) is set to be 2. Further, when an obj ect print permitting pixel is placed on a pixel at which the repulsive potential
is minimum, print permitting pixels of the same color (of the planes) are prohibited from overlapping on one another.
[0160] The process is then finished when print permitting pixels are arranged at 25% of the pixels on each plane (see
step S1106 in Fig. 11).

Pass-by pass generation

[0161] Fig. 54 is a diagram conceptually illustrating an pass-by pass generation method according to the present
embodiment.
[0162] As shown in Fig. 54, the pass-by pass generation method according to the present embodiment generates
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masks (C1, M1 and Y1) for the first pass in step 1, masks (C2, M2 and Y2) for the second pass in step 2, and masks
(C3, M3 and Y3) for the second pass in step 3. Then, step 4 generates masks (C4, M4 and Y4) for each plane which
are used for the fourth pass, so that the masks (C4, M4 and Y4) are complementary, for each color, to the generated
masks (C1, M1 and Y1), (C2, M2 and Y2), and (C3, M3 and Y3) for the first to third passes. In other words, the masks
for the fourth pass are generated so that the arrangement of the print permitting pixels is exclusive to the arrangement
of the print permitting pixels of the masks for the first to third passes.
[0163] Specifically, either the "arrangement moving method" or "sequential moving method", described in Embodiment
1, may be used as shown below to arrange the print permitting pixels to generate masks for the first to third passes.

(Arrangement Moving Method)

[0164] Processing that is executed for this method is basically similar to that described for Embodiment 1 with reference
to Fig. 8. Specifically, as is the case with step S801 in Fig. 8, C, M, and Y images each of 25% density are acquired
which correspond to the size of plane of each of the color masks (C1, M1, and Y1) for the first pass. Then, as in the
case of step S802, a binarizing technique such as an error diffusion method is used to binarize each image. This results
in an initial arrangement in which print permitting pixels are disposed on 25% of all the mask pixels for the plane of each
of the masks (C1, M1 and Y1).
[0165] Then, as is the case with step S803, the repulsive potential is calculated for all the print permitting pixels on
the plane of each of the masks (C1, M1, and Y1) obtained as described above.
[0166] The difference point in this calculation of the repulsive potential from the process according to Embodiment 1
is the same as that in the above described arrangement moving method for simultaneous generation of the present
embodiment. That is, to calculate the repulsive potential of a certain print permitting pixel, the effect of a print permitting
pixel on another plane of a different color which is located at a distance r from the above print permitting pixel; the value
of the weighting coefficient β in βE(r) is set to be 1 as is the case with the Embodiment 1. On the other hand, the effect
of print permitting pixels on different planes of the same color which are located at the distance r from the above print
permitting pixel; the value of the weighting coefficient β in βE(r) is set to be 3. Thus, the dispersion of print permitting
pixels obtained when masks of the same color are superposed (β is 3) is given priority over the dispersion of print
permitting pixels obtained when masks of different colors are superposed (β is 1). Since the effect of a plane of a different
color; the value of the coefficient β in βE(r) is set at 1, a pattern can be obtained in which for example, sets of C, M, and
Y print permitting pixels are each very dispersively arranged.
[0167] Once the print permitting pixels are thus arranged on the masks (C1, M1 and Y1) for the first pass, mask
patterns for the second pass (step 2) and third pass (step 3) are similarly obtained. In this case, when arranging print
permitting pixels (see step S804 in Fig. 8), the already generated mask patterns for the passes; arrangements of print
permitting pixels for the passes are fixed. This ensures the complementariness of the mask patterns for the first to third
passes.

(Sequential Arrangement Method)

[0168] The sequential arrangement method in the pass-by pass generation is basically the same as the processing
described for Embodiment 1 with reference to Fig. 11. The difference point from Embodiment 1 is the same as that
described for the arrangement moving method of the present embodiment. That is, to calculate the repulsive potential,
the effect of a print permitting pixels on another plane of a different color; the value of the weighting coefficient β in βE(r)
is set to be 1. The effect of print permitting pixels on different planes of the same color; the value of the weighting
coefficient β in βE(r) is set to be 3. Further, when a object print permitting pixel is placed on a pixel at which the repulsive
potential is minimum, the already generated pass patterns; the already determined arrangement of print permitting pixels
are fixed. This ensures the complementariness of the mask patterns for the first to third passes.
[0169] The process is then finished when print permitting pixels are arranged at 25% of the pixels on each plane (see
step S1106 in Fig. 11).

(3) Mask Characteristic Evaluation

[0170] Figs. 55 to 57 are diagrams showing the arrangement pattern of print permitting pixels in one plane of layer
masks C1, M1 and Y1 according to the present embodiment which have been generated using any of the above generating
methods. Each mask pattern has an area of 128 pixels x 256 pixels.
[0171] As shown in Figs. 55 to 57, the print permitting pixels are arranged in the mask pattern according to the present
embodiment taking into account the dispersiveness within the same plane based on the effect of the coefficient α. This
gives the observer the impression that the image is generally smooth.
[0172] Figs. 58 to 60 show "superposing" patterns of three layer masks (C1, M1 and Y1), six layer masks (C1, M1,
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Y1, C2, M2 and Y2), and nine layer masks (C1, M1, Y1, C2, M2, Y2, C3, M3 and Y3) according to the present embodiment,
respectively, which are superposed one another at the regular position. The "superposing" patterns in which the plural
layer masks are superposed one another express their logical sum patterns at lower densities and their logical product
patterns at higher densities.
[0173] The illustrated "superposing" patterns substantially express ink dot patterns in intermediate images obtained
when the masks according to the present embodiment are used for printing. Accordingly, these patterns show that the
ink dots of the intermediate images and their overlaps are appropriately dispersed.

Evaluation Based on Displacement

[0174] The layer masks for four pass printing according to the present embodiment are also evaluated on the basis
of the displacement as is the case with Embodiment 1.
[0175] Fig. 61 is a diagram showing a "superposing" pattern obtained when the three layer masks (C1, M1 and Y1)
shown in Fig. 58 are superposed one another so as to be displaced. Furthermore, Fig. 62 is a diagram showing a
"superposing" pattern obtained when the six layer masks (C1, M1, Y1, C2, M2 and Y2) shown in Fig. 59 are superposed
one another so as to be displaced. Moreover, Fig. 63 is a diagram showing a "superposing" pattern obtained when the
nine layer masks (C1, M1, Y1, C2, M2, Y2, C3, M3 and Y3) shown in Fig. 60 are superposed one another so as to be
displaced.
[0176] As is apparent from these figures, any of the superposing patterns (Figs. 61 to 63) of the displaced layer masks
according to the present embodiment exhibits lower dispersiveness than the aligned patterns (Figs. 58 to 60). Therefore,
in viewing the patterns, the observer gets a rougher feeling.
[0177] Fig. 64 is a diagram showing the evaluation based on displacement in terms of an amount of low frequency
components. The figure shows a comparison of the amount of low frequency components obtained when the "super-
posing" patterns is displaced (Figs. 61 to 63) and when they are aligned (Figs. 58 to 60), for the three layer masks (C1,
M1 and Y1), six layer masks (C1, M1, Y1, C2, M2 and Y2), and nine layer masks (C1, M1, Y1, C2, M2, Y2, C3, M3 and Y3).
[0178] As shown in Fig. 64, the layer masks according to the present embodiment show smaller amount of frequency
components when displaced than when aligned (that is, the masks are superposed one another at the regular position),
in any superposing pattern.
[0179] As described above, when the masks are superposed each other, it is possible to determine whether or not
the present invention has been applied to the masks, depending on whether a dispersiveness evaluation value changes
greatly when the masks are displaced.
[0180] It should be noted that the mask pattern according to the present embodiment has a size of 256 pixels x 128
pixels; the length size is different from the width size. To evaluate frequency components in this pattern, the length size
of the pattern is made equal to its width size before the evaluation. To make both the length and width sizes equal to
the longitudinal size (in the present embodiment, the width of 256 pixels), the present embodiment repeats the pattern
in the vertical direction to form a pattern of 256 pixels x 256 pixels before evaluating the frequency components.
[0181] This also applies to different sizes; both the length and width sizes are made equal to the longitudinal size
before the frequency components are evaluated. Specifically, the pattern is repeated in a shorter direction until a shorter
direction size of the pattern is equal to or larger than a longer direction size. A pattern is cut out of the resulting pattern
and evaluated. In this case, both the length and width sizes are preferably the n-th power of 2 (n is a positive integer)
so as to make fast Fourier transformation available for frequency transformation. If the length and width sizes are not
the n-th power of 2, the n-th power of 2 which is closest to the longer direction size is determined. The pattern is then
repeated in the vertical and horizontal directions so as to enable a pattern with a size of the determined n-power of 2 to
be cut out. A pattern with a size of the determined n-th power of 2 is then cut out of the pattern generated by the repetition
and evaluated. For example, it is assumed that the mask pattern has a width of 500 pixels and a length of 320 pixels.
In this case, since the longer direction size is "500", the n-th power of 2 which is closest to "500" is determined. The
closest n-th power of 2 is then determined to be "512". Thus, to cut out a pattern of 512 pixels x 512 pixels, the original
pattern is repeated once both in the horizontal and vertical directions to generate a pattern of 1,000 pixels x 640 pixels.
A pattern of 512 x 512 pixels is then cut out of the generated pattern of 1,000 pixels x 640 pixels and evaluated.

[Embodiment3: 100% gradation mask for two pass printing]

[0182] The present embodiment relates to what is called a gradation mask. The gradation mask is known from, for
example, Patent Document 3. The gradation mask shows a print rate varying depending on the nozzle position such
that a lower print rate is set for the ends of a nozzle array, while a higher print rate is set for the center of the nozzle
array. This mask is effective in improving image grade by relatively reducing the frequency of ejections from the end
nozzles which may affect the boundary between the print areas of the respective passes in multi-pass printing.
[0183] The "print rate" of the mask pattern refers to the ratio of the number of print permitting pixels to the number of
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all the pixels (the sum of the print permitting pixels and print non-permitting pixels) contained in a given area in a mask
pattern. For example, the print rate of the mask pattern corresponding to a single nozzle refers to the ratio of the number
of print permitting pixels to the number of all the pixels contained in an area (single raster area) corresponding to the
single nozzle.
[0184] With such a mask, when the mask pattern corresponding to the entire nozzle line is evaluated in terms of space
frequencies, the amount of low frequency components is observed increasing owing to a variation in the print rate
depending on the area in the mask pattern. However, the effect of the present invention can be exerted, that is, possible
grains can be prevented, by providing a mask pattern that allows the print permitting pixels to be arranged so that the
print rate gradually varies as described above, while reducing unwanted low frequency components. Accordingly, both
the effect of the present invention and the effect described in Patent Document 3 can be produced by providing a
gradation mask that keeps plural areas, which correspond to the respective print rates varied on the mask, high disper-
siveness, while varying the print rate among the areas.
[0185] Figs. 65A and 65b show the print rate of the gradation mask according to the present invention which corresponds
to the nozzle position, and mask patterns for two planes which are exclusive to each other.
[0186] The two-plane masks in the present embodiment are cyan two-plane masks C1 and C2, magenta two-plane
masks M1 and M2, or yellow two-plane masks Y1 and Y2. Among these masks, Figs. 65A and 65B representatively
show the case of the cyan masks C1 and C2. As described in Embodiment 1, the print permitting pixels in these six
masks are mutually dispersively arranged.
[0187] As shown in the figures, during each scan, nozzles of Nos. 0 to 255 correspond to the mask C2 and nozzles
of Nos. 256 to 511 correspond to the mask C1 for printing. As described above, the masks C1 and C2 are complementary
to each other. During the interval between scans, the print medium is conveyed by an amount equal to the length of the
array of 256 nozzles. This repetition of scan and conveyance achieves two pass printing in which the masks C1 and C2
complementarily complete the area corresponding to the array of 256 nozzles.
[0188] As shown in Fig. 65A, the masks C1 and C2 have a print rate that varies between 0.3 and 0.7 for each raster
(nozzle) and a total print rate of 50% for the entire plane, respectively. Thus, the print rate determines the number of
print permitting pixels on the mask for each raster. For example, for a raster with a print rate of 0.4 (40%), if the mask
has a raster-wise size of 1,000 pixels, about 400 print permitting pixels are arranged on the mask.

(2)Mask Generating Method

[0189] The mask generating method according to the present embodiment is basically the same as that described in
Embodiment 1. That is, it is possible to implement either the method of simultaneously generating the entire plane or
the method of sequentially generating masks for each pass. For two pass printing in the present embodiment, the
simultaneous generation is the same as pass-by pass generation, as described above in Embodiment 1. Further, either
the arrangement moving method or the sequential arrangement method may be implemented for each of the two gen-
eration methods as described above. A sequential description will be given of the arrangement moving method and the
sequential arrangement method according to the present embodiment.

Arrangement Moving Method

[0190] Fig. 66 is a flowchart of an arrangement determining process based on a method for moving the arrangement
of print permitting pixels in a gradation mask for two pass printing. The process shown in Fig. 66 is basically similar to
that shown in Fig. 8 in connection with Embodiment 1. The difference between these processes will be mainly described
below.
[0191] The processing in steps S6601 and S6602 is similar to that in steps S801 and S802, shown in Fig. 8. The
processing in step S6603 is also similar to that in step S803. The repulsive potential is calculated for all the print permitting
pixels arranged on the plane of each of the masks C1, M1, and Y1 for each raster as described above.
[0192] Next, in step S6604, as is the case with step S804 in Fig. 8, the repulsive potentials, which are obtained as
described above for the print permitting pixels on each plane for the three planes C1, M1, and Y1, are added together
to determine the total energy. Then, as described above with reference to Figs. 10A to 10D, the arrangement of the print
permitting pixels is moved.
[0193] In this movement, if moving a print permitting pixel to a position at which the potential energy most decreases
causes the arrangement number of print permitting pixels to exceeds the limit on the number of arranged pixels for that
raster, the movement to that raster is avoided. Instead, the print permitting pixel is moved to a pixel in one of the rasters
for which the above limit is not exceeded and which includes that pixel, at which the potential energy next decreases
most. This provides a highly dispersive print permitting pixel arrangement while maintaining the print rate for each raster.
[0194] Subsequently, as is the case with the processing in Fig. 8, the rate of decrease in total energy is calculated. If
the rate is determined to be equal to or less than a predetermined value, the energy attenuating process is ended. The
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planes with the rate of decrease in total energy equal to or less than the predetermined value are determined to be the
masks C1, M1 and Y1 for the first pass. Further, the masks C2, M2 and Y2 for the second pass are set for which the
arrangement of the print permitting pixels is exclusive to the arrangement of the print permitting pixels on the masks C1,
M1 and Y1. Also in this case, as is the case with Embodiment 1, described above, whether or not to end the energy
attenuating process may be determined depending on whether or not the total energy is equal to or less than a prede-
termined value rather than on the rate of a decrease in total energy.

Sequential Arrangement Method

[0195] This method is basically the same as that described above for Embodiment 1 with reference to Fig. 11. Fig. 67
is a flowchart showing a process for determining the arrangement of print permitting pixels on the basis of a sequential
arrangement method according to the present embodiment.
[0196] The processing in steps S6701 to S6703, S6705, S6706 and S6707 in Fig. 67 is the same as that in steps
S1101 to 1103, S1105, S1106 and S1107 in Fig. 11.
[0197] The difference between these processes is that when in step S6704, a print permitting pixel is placed on a pixel
with the lowest energy on the plane and if the number of arranged pixels for the raster, which includes that pixel and
varies depending on the print rate as described above, is exceeded, the print permitting pixel is placed on a pixel with
the second lowest energy in one of the rasters for which the limit on the number of arranged pixels is not exceeded.
This provides a gradation mask that achieves a high dispersiveness while varying the print rate with the raster.
[0198] In any of the above examples of generating methods, the number of arranged pixels is managed for each raster.
However, the present invention is not limited to this. For example, if the print rate of a mask pattern is determined for
every plural rasters, the number of arranged pixels is limited for every that number of rasters.

(3) Mask Characteristic Evaluation

[0199] Figs. 68 to 70 are diagrams showing the arrangement patterns of the print permitting pixels on the masks C1,
M1 and Y1 for one plane according to the present embodiment generated in accordance with any of the above generating
methods. Each mask pattern has an area of 256 pixels x 256 pixels.
[0200] As shown in Figs. 68 to 70, the print permitting pixels are arranged in the mask pattern according to the present
embodiment taking into account the dispersiveness within the same plane based on the effect of the coefficient α. This
avoids biasing the dispersion of the print permitting pixels except for the bias of the print permitting pixels caused by the
gradation. The observer thus has the impression that the image is generally smooth.
[0201] Figs. 71 and 72 are diagrams showing a logical sum and logical product patterns of the layer masks C1 and
M1 according to the present embodiment shown in Figs. 68 and 69.
[0202] Figs. 71 and 72 show the arrangement (logical sum) of the print permitting pixels obtained by superposing the
two masks according to the present embodiment one another and the arrangement of overlapping print permitting pixels
(logical sum) extracted from the above arrangement. Both arrangements are appropriately dispersed except for the bias
of the dispersion caused by the gradation and are free from a rough feeling. This is because the dispersion of the print
permitting pixels between the two planes (the coefficient β) as well as the overlap itself (the coefficient γs (n)) is taken
into account as described above.
[0203] Figs. 73 and 74 are diagrams showing superposing patterns of two and three layer masks according to the
present embodiment, respectively. The "superposing" pattern in which the layer masks C1 and M1 are superposed one
another expresses the logical sum pattern (Fig. 71) of these two masks at a lower density and their logical product
pattern (Fig. 72) at a higher density. The "superposing" pattern in which the layer masks C1, M1 and Y1 are superposed
one another expresses the logical sum pattern of these three masks at a lower density and their logical product pattern
at a higher density.
[0204] The "superposing" patterns shown in Figs. 73 and 74 substantially express ink dot patterns in intermediate
images obtained when the masks according to the present embodiment are used for printing. Accordingly, these patterns
show that the ink dots in the intermediate images and their overlaps are appropriately dispersed.

Evaluation Based on Displacement

[0205] The gradation mask according to the present embodiment is evaluated on the basis of displacement as is the
case with the above embodiments.
[0206] Figs. 75 to 77 are diagrams showing a logical sum, logical product and "superposing" patterns obtained when
the masks C1 and M1 shown in Fig. 58 are superposed one another so as to be displaced. As is apparent from these
figures, the logical sum, logical product, and "superposing" patterns obtained when the masks C1 and M1 according to
the present embodiment are displaced are less appropriately dispersed and give the observer a rougher feeling than
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the patterns (Figs. 71 to 73) obtained when the masks are superposed each other at the regular position.
[0207] Fig. 78 is a diagram showing a "superposing" pattern obtained when the layer masks C1, M1 and Y1 are
superposed one another so as to be displaced. As is apparent from these figures, the "superposing" pattern obtained
when the layer masks C1, M1 and Y1 according to the present embodiment are superposed one another so as to be
displaced are less appropriately dispersed and give the observer a rougher feeling than the pattern (Fig. 74) obtained
when the masks are superposed each other at the regular position.
[0208] Figs. 79 to 81 show a comparison of power spectra obtained when the masks are displaced and when they
are not displaced (that is, the masks are superposed each other at the regular position). Specifically, Figs. 79 to 81 are
diagrams showing power spectra obtained when the logical sum, logical product, and "overlapping" patterns of the two
layer masks C1 and M1 according to the present embodiment when the masks are displaced and when they are aligned.
Further, Fig. 82 shows power spectra obtained when the "overlapping" pattern of the three layer masks according to the
present embodiment when the masks are displaced and when they are aligned.
[0209] As shown in Figs. 79 to 82, with the layer masks according to the present embodiment, any of the logical sum,
logical product, and "overlapping" patterns show larger amount of low frequency components when displaced than when
aligned. This is because the layer masks take the dispersion among the different planes into account, so that the
dispersiveness is markedly degraded if the masks are superposed one another in a manner different from the regular
one with the dispersion taken into account, as described above.
[0210] Further, the power spectrum of the aligned masks in each figure shows that power is larger when the space
frequency is between about 1 and 20. This is due to a variation in print rate which is inherent in the gradation mask. In
other words, a relatively small space frequency, that is, the bias of print permitting pixels with a long period, is more or
less perceives as gradation; it is not perceived as the bias of unwanted low frequency components, which is to be
controlled by the present invention.
[0211] Fig. 83 is a diagram showing the evaluation based on displacement in terms of an amount of low frequency
components. The figure shows a comparison of the amount of low frequency components obtained when the masks
are displaced and when they are aligned, for the logical sum, logical product and "superposing" patterns of the layer
masks C1 and M1 according to the present embodiment and the "superposing" pattern of the masks C1, M1 and Y1
according to the preset embodiment.
[0212] As shown in the figures, with the layer masks according to the present embodiment, all of the logical sum,
logical product and "superposing" patterns of the layer masks C1 and M1 and the "superposing" pattern of the masks
C1, M1, and Y1 show larger amount of low frequency components when displaced than when aligned.
[0213] As described above, when the masks are superposed each other, it is possible to determine whether or not
the present invention has been applied to the masks, depending on whether a dispersiveness evaluation value changes
greatly when the masks are displaced.

[Embodiment 4: 150% even mask for two pass printing]

[0214] In the above embodiments, plural plane masks of the same color are complementary to one another, and the
arrangements of the print permitting pixels on plural planes are exclusive to one another. The application of the present
invention is not limited to these masks. The present invention is also applicable to plural planes of masks of the same
color which have a total print rate of more than 100%. Masks with a print rate of more than 100% enable an increase in
maximum ink ejection amount even with the low resolution of image data.
[0215] A fourth embodiment of the present invention relates to masks for which two planes of the same color which
are used for two pass printing each have a print rate of 75% and a total print rate of 150%.
[0216] Fig. 84 is a schematic diagram conceptually illustrating the masks for the two pass printing. In Fig. 84, P0001
denotes a print head for one of the colors C, M and Y. Here, for simplification of illustration, the print head has eight
nozzles. The nozzles are divided into two groups of first and second groups, each of which includes four nozzles. P0002A
and P0002B denote mask patterns corresponding to the first and second group nozzle arrays. That is, the mask pattern
P0002A (lower pattern in the figure) is used for the first scan. The mask pattern P0002B (upper pattern in the figure) is
used for the second scan. Each of these mask patterns constitutes one plane of mask. In each mask pattern, print
permitting pixels are shown in black, whereas print non-permitting pixels are shown in white. The mask pattern P0002A
for the first scan and the mask pattern P0002B for the second scan each have a print rate of 75%, that is, the ratio of
the print permitting pixels to all the mask pixels in each pattern is 75%. Consequently, superposing these mask patterns
each other results in a pattern with the print rate of 150% in an area of 4 pixels x 4 pixels, that is, results in a pattern
including overlaps of the print permitting pixels. For simplification of description, the illustrated patterns are conceptually
shown compared to the actual mask patterns according to the present embodiment shown below.
[0217] P0003 and P0004 denote images completed by the two pass printing and shown as arrangements of dots
constituting the images. A pixel on which one dot is placed is represented as "1". A pixel on which two dots are placed
is represented as "2". For simplification of description, the images are what is called solid image in which dots are formed
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on all the pixels. Accordingly, the dot arrangements directly reflect the print permitting pixels on the mask P0002 that is
used to generate dot print data. For the first scan, dot print data for the first group is generated using the mask pattern
P0002A. Thus, with the solid image, an image is formed in which dots are filled into 75% of all the pixels. The print
medium is then conveyed upward in the figure by an amount equal to the width of the nozzle group.
[0218] For the next second scan, the mask pattern P0002A is also used to generate dot print data for the first group
for an area offset from the above area by the conveyance amount. The mask pattern P0002B is used to generate dot
print data for the second group for the area which has been printed using the first group. These two printing scans
complete an image. In this case, in the completed solid image, dots are filled into 150% of all the pixels.
[0219] The mask generating method according to the present embodiment can be executed in basically the same
manner as in Embodiment 1.
[0220] The difference between the present embodiment and Embodiment 1 is that in either the simultaneously gen-
eration method or the pass-by pass generation method (see Fig. 7), after step 1 generates a 75% mask pattern for the
first pass, step 2 repeats processing similar to that in step 1 to generate a mask pattern for the second pass, instead of
arranging print permitting pixels at exclusive positions as in the case of Embodiment 1. For the arrangement moving
method and sequential arrangement method as specific arrangement methods, the difference between the present
embodiment and Embodiment 1 will be described.

Arrangement Moving Method

[0221] The arrangement moving method according to the present embodiment executes processing basically similar
to that according to Embodiment 1 shown in Fig. 8. The difference between the present embodiment and Embodiment
1 is as follows. In processing similar to that in step S801, in the generation in either step 1 or 2, 75% binary data is
obtained for each plane as an initial arrangement. Further, in the generation in step 2, in processing similar to that in
step S804 in Fig. 8, print permitting pixels on different planes of the same color are not prohibited from overlapping
during movement of print permitting pixels. That is, when a print permitting pixel is moved to a position with the lowest
energy, even if it overlaps a print permitting pixel on another plane of the same color, it is place on that position. This
enables masks with the print rate of 150% exceeding 100%, which are made by superposing two masks, to be generated.

Sequential Arrangement Method

[0222] The sequential moving method also executes processing basically similar to that according to Embodiment 1
shown in Fig. 11. The difference between the present embodiment and Embodiment 1 is as follows. In processing similar
to that in step S1106, in the generation in either step 1 or 2, the method determines whether or not the print permitting
pixels have been arranged on 75% of all the mask pixels. For the generation of a mask for the second pass in step 2,
in processing similar to that in step S1104 in Fig. 11, print permitting pixels on different planes of the same color are not
prohibited from overlapping when placing the print permitting pixel. That is, when a print permitting pixel is placed to a
position with the lowest energy, even if it overlaps a print permitting pixel on another plane of the same color, it is placed
on that position. This enables masks with the print rate of 150% exceeding 100%, which are made by superposing two
masks, to be generated.
[0223] The mask generated by the above generating method makes it possible to improve the dispersiveness of a
location (pixel position) in which two dots are arranged.

[Embodiment 5: a mask with a m x n cluster size]

[0224] The present invention is also applicable to what is called a cluster mask for which m x n print permitting pixels
constitute a unit.
[0225] Fig. 85 is a diagram illustrating the concept of a 100% even mask with a 1 x 2 cluster size. In Fig. 85, P0001
denotes a print head for one of the colors C, M and Y. Here, for simplification of illustration, the print head is shown as
a head having eight nozzles. The nozzles are divided into two groups of first and second groups, each of which includes
four nozzles. P0002A and P0002B denote mask patterns corresponding to the first and second group nozzle arrays,
respectively. That is, the mask pattern P0002A (lower pattern in the figure) is used for the first scan for an area, and
then the mask pattern P0002B (upper pattern in the figure) is used for the second scan for that area. Each of these mask
patterns constitutes one1 plane of mask. In each mask pattern, cluster print permitting pixels with a size of 1 x 2 are
shown in black, whereas print non-permitting pixels with a size of 1 x 2 are shown in white. The mask pattern P0002A
for the first scan and the mask pattern P0002B for the second scan each have a print rate of 50%, respectively. Con-
sequently, superposing these mask patterns each other results in a pattern with a print rate of 100% in an area of 4 x 4
cluster print permitting pixels.
[0226] P0003 and P0004 denote images completed by two pass printing and shown as arrangements of dots consti-
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tuting the images. For simplification of description, these images are what is called solid images in which dots are formed
on all the pixels. Accordingly, the dot arrangements directly reflect the print permitting pixels on the mask P0002 that is
used to generate dot print data. For the first scan, dot print data for the first group is generated using the mask pattern
P0002A. Thus, with the solid image, an image is formed in which dots are filled into 50% of all the pixels. The print
medium is then conveyed upward in the figure by an amount equal to the width of the nozzle group. For the next second
scan, the mask pattern P0002A is also used to generate dot print data of the first group for an area offset from the above
area by the conveyance amount. The mask pattern P0002B is used to generate dot print data of the second group for
the area printed using the first group. These two printing scans complete an image. In this case, in the completed solid
image, dots as the unit of 1 x 2 dot size are filled into 100% of all the pixels.
[0227] As is also apparent from the above description, it would be easily appreciated that when m x n (in the present
embodiment, 1 x 2) print permitting pixels constitute one unit, a mask can be generated in the same manner as described
in Embodiment 1. Further, the mask according to the present embodiment can exert almost the same effects as those
described in Embodiment 1.

[Other Embodiments]

[0228] Instead of the above embodiments, for example, the four pass configuration shown in Embodiment 2 may be
combined with Embodiment 3, 4 or 5. Further, the gradation configuration shown in Embodiment 3 may be combined
with Embodiment 4 or 5. Moreover, Embodiments 4 and 5 may be combined together. These combinations may be
implemented as is understood from the description of the corresponding embodiments.
[0229] The types of inks applicable to the present invention are not limited to those described in the above embodiments.
For example, it is possible to additionally use light color inks (light cyan ink and light magenta ink) having lower densities
than the C, M, and Y basic colors or special color inks such as red, blue, and green.
[0230] Further, according to the present invention, the layer masks described in the above embodiments may be
applied to all of the plural types of inks that are used in the printing apparatus or to a combination of some of the plural
types of inks that are used in the printing apparatus.
[0231] If for example, six color inks, cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), black (K), light cyan (Lc) and light magenta
(Lm) are used, the layer masks may be applied to all of these six colors. In this case, layer masks for the six colors are
generated according to any of the generating methods described in the above embodiments.
[0232] On the other hand, the layer masks may be applied to a combination of some (two, three, four, or five) of these
six colors. In this case, two forms are possible. In a first form, layer masks are generated only for the some colors,
whereas an arbitrary generating method may be used for the other colors. For example, for three (for example, C, M,
and Y) of the six colors, any of the generating methods described in the above embodiments is used to generate layer
masks. For the three other colors (K, Lc, and Lm), a well-known generating method is used to generate masks. In a
second form, layer masks are generated only for some colors, whereas any of the layer masks generated for those
colors is selected and assigned to the other colors. For example, for three of the six colors, C, M, and Y, layer masks
are generated by any of the generating methods described in the above embodiments. Any of the layer masks generated
for C, M, and Y is applied to the three other colors (K, Lc, and Lm).
[0233] In the description of the above embodiments, the layer masks are applied to a combination of different ink
colors. However, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. The present invention is also applicable to a
configuration in which dots of the same color and different diameters (inks of the same color and different ejection
volumes) are used for printing. In this case, the above layer masks may be applied to dots of the same color and different
diameters (for example, large and small dots). For example, it is assumed that six types of dots, large cyan, small cyan,
large magenta, small magenta, yellow, and black dots, are used. In this case, layer masks are generated for the large
and small cyan dots or the large and small magenta dots by any of the generating methods described in the above
embodiments.
[0234] Moreover, in a form in which dots of the same color and different diameters (for example, large and small dots)
are used, the above layer masks may be used for a combination of different color dots, whereas the same mask may
be used for a combination of dots of the same color and different diameters. For example, if the above six types of dots
are used, layer masks are generated for the large cyan and magenta dots by any of the generating methods described
in the above embodiments. Further, the same mask as that for the large cyan dots is applied to the small cyan dots. The
same mask as that for the large magenta dots is applied to the small magenta dots.
[0235] The dots of the same color and different diameters are not limited to two types, large and small dots. Three
types of dots, large, medium, and small dots may be provided. Alternatively, more types of dots may be provided. Further,
the present invention is not only effectively applied to the dots of at least either different colors or sizes but also to, for
example, inks of the same color which are ejected from spaced nozzle groups at different timings. For example, in a
form in which, for example, nozzle groups are arranged along the main scanning direction of the head in order of C, M,
Y, M, and C, layer masks generated by any of the above generating methods are applied to the spaced nozzle groups
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each of the same color (C nozzle group and M nozzle group).
[0236] The present invention is applicable to a form in which a liquid different from ink is used, as described above.
The ink different from ink is, for example, a reaction liquid that aggregates or insolubilizes a color material in the ink. In
this case, for at least one type of ink and a reaction liquid, layer masks are generated by any of the generating methods
described in the embodiments.
[0237] The present invention is applicable to a dye ink containing a dye as a color material, a pigment ink containing
a pigment as a color material, or a mixed ink containing a dye and a pigment as a color material.

Claims

1. A data processing apparatus for generating image data to be used for plural scans of first and second nozzle groups
for ejecting first and second types of ink dots, relative to a predetermined area of a print medium, said apparatus
comprising:

a first means for dividing the image data to be printed on the predetermined area by the first nozzle group, by
using a first pattern group having plural mask patterns corresponding to the plural scans, to generate a plurality
of first divided image data to be respectively printed in each of the plural scans; and
a second means for dividing the image data to be printed on the predetermined area by the second nozzle
group, by using a second pattern group having plural mask patterns corresponding to the plural scans, to
generate a plurality of second divided image data to be respectively printed in each of the plural scans,
wherein an arrangement of print permitting pixels in one first mask pattern included in the first pattern group,
which is to be used for generating one of the first divided image data to be printed in a predetermined scan of
the plural scans, is different from an arrangement of print permitting pixels in one second mask pattern included
in the second pattern group, which is to be used for generating one of the second divided image data to be
printed in the predetermined scan,
characterized in that an arrangement pattern obtained by a logical product of the print permitting pixels of the
first mask pattern and the print permitting pixels of the second mask pattern has a property that an amount of
low frequency components is less than that of high frequency components.

2. A data processing apparatus according to claim 1, wherein each of the one mask pattern of the first pattern group
and the one mask pattern of the second pattern group has properties in which the arrangement pattern is aperiodic
and in which an amount of low frequency components is less than an amount of high frequency components.

3. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 2,
wherein ink ejected from the first nozzle group is ink containing a color material, and ink ejected from the second
nozzle group is a liquid containing a component that reacts chemically with the ink containing the color material
which is ejected from the first nozzle group.

4. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein each of the plural mask patterns of the first pattern group has properties in which the arrangement pattern
is aperiodic and in which an amount of low frequency components is less than an amount of high frequency com-
ponents, and each of the plural mask patterns of the second pattern group has properties in which the arrangement
pattern is aperiodic and in which an amount of low frequency components is less than an amount of high frequency
components.

5. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
wherein each of the plural mask patterns of the first pattern group has a print rate that is biased in a nozzle arrangement
direction of the first nozzle group, and each of the plural mask patterns of the second pattern group has a print rate
that is biased in a nozzle arrangement direction of the second nozzle group.

6. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the print permitting pixels are arranged in each of the plural mask patterns of the first pattern group so that
a unit corresponds to a group comprising plural pixels adjacent to one another in at least one of the scan direction
and a sub-scan direction that is orthogonal to the scan direction, and the print permitting pixels or print non-permitting
pixels are arranged in each of the plural mask patterns of the second pattern group so that a unit corresponds to a
group comprising plural pixels adjacent to one another in at least one of the scan direction and the sub-scan direction
that is orthogonal to the scan direction.
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7. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6, being capable of generating image data to be
printed in each of plural scans by N (N is an integer equal to or greater than 2) nozzle groups including the first
nozzle group and the second nozzle group, and wherein each of arrangement patterns of print permitting pixels
obtained by a logical product and a logical sum of N mask patterns corresponding to the N nozzle groups for the
predetermined scan has properties in which the arrangement pattern is aperiodic and in which an amount of low
frequency components is less than an amount of high frequency components.

8. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 7,
wherein the predetermined scan is one scan to the predetermined area.

9. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein the low frequency components are components in a low frequency side of a half of a maximum space
frequency which is determined based on the arrangement pattern.

10. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein the low frequency components are components in a low frequency side which is lower than 1O cycle/mm.

11. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 10,
wherein a color of ink ejected from the first nozzle group is different from a color of ink ejected from the second
nozzle group.

12. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 10,
wherein an amount of ink ejected from the first nozzle group is different from an amount of ink ejected from the
second nozzle group.

13. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 12,
wherein said data processing apparatus is a printing apparatus that executes printing of the image on the prede-
termined area by the plural scans of the first and second nozzle groups relative to the predetermined area.

14. A data processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 12,
wherein said data processing apparatus is a computer connected to a printing apparatus that executes printing of
the image on the predetermined area by the plural scans of the first and second nozzle groups relative to the
predetermined area.

15. A data processing method for generating image data to be used for plural scans of first and second nozzle groups
for ejecting first and second types of ink dots, relative to a predetermined area of a print medium, said method
comprising:

a first step for dividing the image data to be printed on the predetermined area by the first nozzle group, by
using a first pattern group having plural mask patterns corresponding to the plural scans, to generate a plurality
of first divided image data to be respectively printed in each of the plural scans; and
a second step for dividing the image data to be printed on the predetermined area by the second nozzle group,
by using a second pattern group having plural mask patterns corresponding to the plural scans, to generate a
plurality of second divided image data to be respectively printed in each of the plural scans,
wherein an arrangement of print permitting pixels in one first mask pattern included in the first pattern group,
which is to be used for generating one of the first divided image data to be printed in a predetermined scan of
the plural scans, is different from an arrangement of print permitting pixels in one second mask pattern included
in the second pattern group, which is to be used for generating one of the second divided image data to be
printed in the predetermined scan,
characterized in that an amount of low frequency components of an arrangement pattern obtained by a logical
product of the print permitting pixels of the first mask pattern and the print permitting pixels of the second mask
pattern is less when superposing said first and second mask patterns at their regular positions to be used for
printing than when superposing said first and second mask patterns in case of displacing the second mask
pattern to a position different from the regular position.
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Patentansprüche

1. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung zum Erzeugen von Bilddaten, die für mehrere Scans einer ersten und einer zweiten
Düsengruppe zum Ausstoßen eines ersten und eines zweiten Typs von Tintendots verwendet werden, relativ zu
einer vorbestimmten Fläche eines Druckträgers, wobei die Vorrichtung umfasst:

eine erste Einrichtung zum Unterteilen der auf der vorbestimmten Fläche durch die erste Düsengruppe zu
druckenden Bilddaten unter Verwendung einer ersten Mustergruppe mit den mehreren Scans entsprechenden
mehreren Maskenmustern, um mehrere erste abgeteilte Bilddaten zu erzeugen, die bei jedem der mehreren
Scans jeweils zu drucken sind; und
eine zweite Einrichtung zum Unterteilen der auf der vorbestimmten Fläche durch die zweite Düsengruppe zu
druckenden Bilddaten unter Verwendung einer zweiten Mustergruppe mit den mehreren Scans entsprechenden
mehreren Maskenmustern, um mehrere zweite abgeteilte Bilddaten zu erzeugen, die in jedem der mehreren
Scans jeweils zu drucken sind,
wobei eine Anordnung von Druckfreigabepixeln in einem ersten Maskenmuster innerhalb der ersten Muster-
gruppe, die zum Erzeugen eines Teils der ersten abgeteilten Bilddaten, die in einem vorbestimmten Scan der
mehreren Scans zu drucken sind, zu verwenden ist, verschieden ist von einer Anordnung von Druckfreigabe-
pixeln in einem zweiten Maskenmuster in der zweiten Mustergruppe, die zu verwenden ist zum Erzeugen von
einem Teil der zweiten abgeteilten Bilddaten, die im vorbestimmten Scan zu drucken sind,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Anordnungsmuster, gewonnen durch ein logisches Produkt der Druck-
freigabepixel des ersten Maskenmusters und der Druckfreigabepixel des zweiten Maskenmusters, eine Eigen-
schaft besitzt, gemäß der ein Betrag von niederfrequenten Komponenten kleiner ist als der von hochfrequenten
Komponenten.

2. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der jedes von dem einen Maskenmuster der ersten Muster-
gruppe und dem einen Maskenmuster der zweiten Mustergruppe Eigenschaften besitzt, wonach das Anordnungs-
muster aperiodisch ist, und wonach ein Betrag niederfrequenter Komponenten kleiner ist als ein Betrag hochfre-
quenter Komponenten.

3. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 2, bei der die von der ersten Düsengruppe ausge-
stoßene Tinte eine ein Farbmaterial enthaltende Tinte ist, und von der zweiten Düsengruppe ausgestoßene Tinte
eine Flüssigkeit ist, die eine Komponente enthält, die chemisch mit der das Farbmaterial enthaltenden Tinte, die
von der ersten Düsengruppe ausgestoßen wird, reagiert.

4. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, bei der jedes der mehreren Maskenmuster der
ersten Mustergruppe Eigenschaften aufweist, wonach das Anordnungsmuster aperiodisch ist, und wonach ein
Betrag niederfrequenter Komponenten kleiner ist als ein Betrag hochfrequenter Komponenten, und jedes der meh-
reren Maskenmuster der zweiten Mustergruppe Eigenschaften aufweist, wonach das Anordnungsmuster aperio-
disch ist, und ein Betrag niederfrequenter Komponenten kleiner ist als ein Betrag hochfrequenter Komponenten.

5. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, bei der jedes der mehreren Maskenmuster der
ersten Mustergruppe eine Druckrate aufweist, die in Düsen-Anordnungsrichtung der ersten Düsengruppe gewichtet
ist, und jedes der mehreren Maskenmuster der zweiten Mustergruppe eine Druckrate aufweist, die in Düsen-An-
ordnungsrichtung der zweiten Düsengruppe gewichtet ist.

6. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, bei der die Druckfreigabepixel in jedem der
mehreren Maskenmuster der ersten Mustergruppe derart angeordnet sind, dass eine Einheit einer Gruppe mit
mehreren einander benachbarten Pixeln in zumindest einer von der Scan-Richtung und einer Neben-Scan-Richtung
orthogonal zur Scan-Richtung entspricht, und die Druckfreigabepixel oder Druck-Nicht-Freigabepixel in jedem der
mehreren Maskenmuster der zweiten Mustergruppe derart angeordnet sind, dass eine Einheit einer Gruppe ent-
spricht, welche mehrere einander in zumindest einer von der Scan-Richtung und der Neben-Scan-Richtung ortho-
gonal zur Scan-Richtung benachbarte Pixel umfasst.

7. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, die in der Lage ist, Bilddaten zu erzeugen, die
bei jedem von mehreren Scans durch N (N ist eine natürliche Zahl gleich oder größer 2) Düsengruppen, welche die
erste Düsengruppe und die zweite Düsengruppe enthalten, zu drucken sind, wobei jedes Anordnungsmuster von
Druckfreigabepixeln, gewonnen durch ein logisches Produkt und eine logische Summe von N Maskenmustern
entsprechend den N Düsengruppen für den vorbestimmten Scan Eigenschaften aufweist, wonach das Anordnungs-
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muster aperiodisch ist, und ein Betrag niederfrequenter Komponenten kleiner ist als ein Betrag hochfrequenter
Komponenten.

8. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, bei der der vorbestimmte Scan ein Scan zur
vorbestimmten Fläche ist.

9. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, bei der die niederfrequenten Komponenten
Komponenten auf einer niederfrequenten Seite einer halben Maximalraum-Frequenz sind, welche basierend auf
dem Anordnungsmuster bestimmt wird.

10. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, bei der die niederfrequenten Komponenten
Komponenten auf einer niederfrequenten Seite sind, die kleiner ist als 10 Zyklen/mm.

11. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, bei der eine Farbe einer von der ersten Dü-
sengruppe ausgestoßenen Tinte verschieden ist von einer Farbe der Tinte, die von der zweiten Düsengruppe
ausgestoßen wird.

12. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, bei der eine Menge von der ersten Düsengruppe
ausgestoßener Tinte verschieden ist von einer Menge der Tinte, die von der zweiten Düsengruppe ausgestoßen wird.

13. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 12, bei der die Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung eine
Druckvorrichtung ist, die das Drucken des Bilds in der vorbestimmten Fläche durch die mehreren Scans der ersten
und der zweiten Düsengruppe relativ zur vorbestimmten Fläche ausführt.

14. Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 12, bei der die Datenverarbeitungsvorrichtung ein
Computer ist, angeschlossen an eine Druckvorrichtung, die das Drucken des Bilds auf der vorbestimmten Fläche
durch die mehreren Scans der ersten und der zweiten Düsengruppe relativ zur vorbestimmten Fläche ausführt.

15. Datenverarbeitungsverfahren zum Erzeugen von Bilddaten, die für mehrere Scans einer ersten und einer zweiten
Düsengruppe zum Ausstoßen eines ersten und eines zweiten Typs von Tintendots verwendet werden, relativ zu
einer vorbestimmten Fläche eines Druckträgers, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

einen ersten Schritt zum Unterteilen der auf der vorbestimmten Fläche durch die erste Düsengruppe zu dru-
ckenden Bilddaten unter Verwendung einer ersten Mustergruppe mit den mehreren Scans entsprechenden
mehreren Maskenmustern, um mehrere erste abgeteilte Bilddaten zu erzeugen, die bei jedem der mehreren
Scans zu drucken sind; und
einen zweiten Schritt zum Unterteilen der auf der vorbestimmten Fläche durch die zweite Düsengruppe zu
druckenden Bilddaten unter Verwendung einer zweiten Mustergruppe mit den mehreren Scans entsprechenden
mehreren Maskenmustern, um mehrere zweite abgeteilte Bilddaten zu erzeugen, die in jedem der mehreren
Scans zu drucken sind,
wobei eine Anordnung von Druckfreigabepixeln in einem ersten Maskenmuster innerhalb der ersten Muster-
gruppe, die zu verwenden ist zum Erzeugen eines Teils der ersten abgeteilten Bilddaten, die in einem vorbe-
stimmten Scan der mehreren Scans zu drucken sind, verschieden ist von einer Anordnung von Druckfreigabe-
pixeln in einem zweiten Maskenmuster in der zweiten Mustergruppe, die zu verwenden ist zum Erzeugen von
einem Teil der zweiten abgeteilten Bilddaten, die im vorbestimmten Scan zu drucken sind,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Betrag niederfrequenter Komponenten eines Anordnungsmusters, ge-
wonnen durch ein logisches Produkt von Druckfreigabepixeln des ersten Maskenmusters und der Druckfreiga-
bepixel des zweiten Maskenmusters, kleiner ist, wenn das erste und das zweite Maskenmuster an ihren regu-
lären, für den Druck zu verwendenden Stellen übereinandergelegt werden, als wenn das erste und das zweite
Maskenmuster bei Versetzung des zweiten Maskenmusters zu einer von der regulären Stellung verschiedenen
Stellung übereinandergelegt werden.

Revendications

1. Appareil de traitement de données destiné à générer des données d’image devant être utilisées pour plusieurs
balayages de premier et deuxième groupes de buses destinés à éjecter des premier et deuxième types de points
d’encre, par rapport à une zone prédéterminée d’un support d’impression, ledit appareil comprenant :
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un premier moyen destiné à diviser les données d’image devant être imprimées sur la zone prédéterminée par
le premier groupe de buses, en utilisant un premier groupe de motifs ayant de multiples motifs de masques
correspondant aux multiples balayages, afin de générer une pluralité de premières données d’image divisées
devant être respectivement imprimées lors de chacun des multiples balayages ; et
un deuxième moyen destiné à diviser les données d’image devant être imprimées sur la zone prédéterminée
par le deuxième groupe de buses, en utilisant un deuxième groupe de motifs ayant de multiples motifs de
masques correspondant aux multiples balayages, afin de générer une pluralité de deuxièmes données d’image
divisées devant être respectivement imprimées lors de chacun des multiples balayages ;
dans lequel un agencement de pixels d’autorisation d’impression dans un premier motif de masque contenu
dans le premier groupe de motifs, qui doit être utilisé pour générer l’une des premières données d’image divisées
devant être imprimées lors d’un balayage prédéterminé des multiples balayages, soit différent d’un agencement
de pixels d’autorisation d’impression d’un deuxième motif d’impression contenu dans le deuxième groupe de
motifs, qui doit être utilisé pour générer l’une des deuxièmes données d’image divisées devant être imprimées
lors du balayage prédéterminé,
caractérisé en ce qu’un motif d’agencement obtenu par un produit logique des pixels d’autorisation d’impression
du premier motif de masque et des pixels d’autorisation d’impression du deuxième motif de masque présente
une propriété selon laquelle une quantité de composantes à basse fréquence est inférieure à celle des com-
posantes à haute fréquence.

2. Appareil de traitement de données selon la revendication 1, dans lequel chacun dudit motif de masque du premier
groupe de motifs et dudit motif de masque du deuxième groupe de motifs présente des propriétés selon lesquelles
le motif d’agencement est apériodique et selon lequel une quantité de composantes à basse fréquence est inférieure
à une quantité de composantes à haute fréquence.

3. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 et 2, dans lequel l’encre éjectée
par le premier groupe de buses soit de l’encre contenant une matière colorée, et que l’encre éjectée par le deuxième
groupe de buses soit un liquide contenant un constituant qui réagit chimiquement avec l’encre contenant la matière
colorée qui est éjectée par le premier groupe de buses.

4. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel chacun des multiples
motifs de masque du premier groupe de masques présente des propriétés selon lesquelles le motif d’agencement
est apériodique et selon lesquelles une quantité de composantes à basse fréquence est inférieure à une quantité
de composantes à haute fréquence, et chacun des multiples motifs de masque du deuxième groupe de masques
présente des propriétés selon lesquelles le motif d’agencement est apériodique et selon lesquelles une quantité de
composantes à basse fréquence est inférieure à une quantité de composantes à haute fréquence.

5. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel chacun des multiples
motifs de masques du premier groupe de motifs présente un taux d’impression qui est biaisé dans une direction
d’agencement des buses du premier groupe de buses, et chacun des multiples motifs de masques du deuxième
groupe de motifs présente un taux d’impression qui est biaisé dans une direction d’agencement des buses du
deuxième groupes de buses.

6. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel les pixels d’auto-
risation d’impression sont agencés dans chacun des multiples motifs de masque du premier groupe de motifs de
façon qu’une unité corresponde à un groupe comprenant de multiples pixels adjacents les uns aux autres dans au
moins l’une de la direction de balayage et d’une direction de balayage secondaire qui est orthogonale à la direction
de balayage, et les pixels d’autorisation d’impression ou les pixels de non-autorisation d’impression sont agencés
dans chacun des multiples motifs de masques du deuxième groupe de motifs de façon qu’une unité corresponde
à un groupe comprenant de multiples pixels adjacents les uns aux autres dans au moins l’une de la direction de
balayage et de la direction de balayage secondaire qui est orthogonale à la direction de balayage.

7. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, conçu pour générer des données
d’image devant être imprimées lors de chacun de multiples balayages par N (N étant un entier supérieur ou égal à
2) groupes de buses comprenant le premier groupe de buses et le deuxième groupe de buses, et dans lequel
chacun des motifs d’agencement de pixels d’autorisation d’impression obtenus par un produit logique et par une
somme logique de N motifs de masques correspondant aux N groupes de buses, pour le balayage prédéterminé,
présente des propriétés selon lesquelles le motif d’agencement est apériodique et selon lesquelles une quantité de
composantes à basse fréquence est inférieure à une quantité de composantes à haute fréquence.
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8. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel le balayage
prédéterminé est un balayage vers la zone prédéterminée.

9. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, dans lequel les composantes
à basse fréquence sont des composantes se situant d’un côté à basse fréquence d’une moitié d’une fréquence
spatiale maximale qui est déterminée sur la base du motif d’agencement.

10. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, dans lequel les composantes
à basse fréquence sont des composantes se situant d’un côté à basse fréquence qui est inférieur à 10 cycles/mm.

11. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel une couleur de
l’encre éjectée par le premier groupe de buses est différente d’une couleur de l’encre éjectée par le deuxième
groupe de buses.

12. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel une quantité
d’encre éjectée par le premier groupe de buses est différente d’une quantité d’encre éjectée par le deuxième groupe
de buses.

13. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 12, ledit appareil de traitement
de données étant un appareil d’impression qui exécute une impression de l’image sur la zone prédéterminée par
les multiples balayages des premier et deuxième groupes de buses par rapport à la zone prédéterminée.

14. Appareil de traitement de données selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 12, ledit appareil de traitement
de données étant un ordinateur connecté à un appareil d’impression qui exécute une impression de l’image sur la
zone prédéterminée au moyen de multiples balayages des premier et deuxième groupes de buses par rapport à la
zone prédéterminée.

15. Procédé de traitement de données destiné à générer des données d’image devant être utilisées pour de multiples
balayages de premier et deuxième groupes de buses destinés à éjecter des premier et deuxième types de points
d’encre, par rapport à une zone prédéterminée d’un support d’impression, ledit procédé comprenant :

une première étape destinée à diviser les données d’image devant être imprimées sur la zone prédéterminée
par le premier groupe de buses, en utilisant un premier groupe de motifs ayant de multiples motifs de masques
correspondant aux multiples balayages, afin de générer une pluralité de premières données d’image divisées
devant être respectivement imprimées lors de chacun des multiples balayages ; et
une deuxième étape destinée à diviser les données d’image devant être imprimées sur la zone prédéterminée
par le deuxième groupe de buses, en utilisant un deuxième groupe de motifs ayant de multiples motifs de
masques correspondant aux multiples balayages, afin de générer une pluralité de deuxièmes données d’image
divisées devant être respectivement imprimées lors de chacun des multiples balayages ;
dans lequel un agencement de pixels d’autorisation d’impression dans un premier motif de masque contenu
dans le premier groupe de motifs, qui doit être utilisé pour générer l’une des premières données d’image divisées
devant être imprimées lors d’un balayage prédéterminé des multiples balayages, soit différent d’un agencement
de pixels d’autorisation d’impression d’un deuxième motif de masque contenu dans le deuxième groupe de
motifs, qui doit être utilisé pour générer l’une des deuxièmes données d’image divisées devant être imprimées
lors du balayage prédéterminé,
caractérisé en ce qu’une quantité de composantes à basse fréquence d’un motif d’agencement obtenu par
un produit logique des pixels d’autorisation d’impression du premier motif de masque et des pixels d’autorisation
d’impression du deuxième motif de masque est plus faible lors de la superposition desdits premier et deuxième
motifs de masque à leur position normale devant être utilisée pour l’impression que lors de la superposition
desdits premier et deuxième motifs de masques dans le cas d’un déplacement du deuxième motif de masque
à une position différente de la position normale.
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